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ITHE PHOHIM ABB BBFUJITIGi OF fER^S WSB
The. development of the blackboard has been slew in «cape?&*c& with 
the progressive developments made isi. the design end ©onstmetloii of mmt 
ether school eqnipment sin©# the turn of tbs oosxtosgy* This paper son- 
tains the deaoripiioa of a net# ©onoept of chalkboard design# It else 
presents the mm8Ll» of turn tests of this chalkboard! mi# eomdtaeted at 
lame# Stair Mgfc School In W&&mafiUKtg$ Virginia, and the other eon- 
dotted, at Cmdotk High School .in Fortsaonth, Virginia,
ffiatftqMMafr gg H g  totifll* This study mas undertaker a# a 
prelimi.na.ry and ea&ilevabtty investigation to detemlsie (1) the relative 
effeetiven### of a stirred chalkboard a# a visual aid, and (2) the par- 
titu la r type of s u m  whieh might lend itself to chalkboard as#- and '.merit 
more complete investigation in 'farther intensive study*
there m n  m  intention in this prel^iiiary investigation to 
exacdne mpb posaifeX# type «f curved surface and arrive at a oonerete 
©onclusian as to the most effective curve for chalkboard construction* 
Hie data derived Ihs this study 1# UtimtiM merely as a land, mark for 
further and intense investigation®
Importance st M  §S3.tt» *>» chalkboard Is too prime visual aid
used in. classrooms today* It I# an integral part of almost every
slsssrMl in the scant*?* In. fact* the mricms state departments of : \
education rintetlly comps! the sshot&ft under their juHsdletim to ©root.
permanent chalkboards in mmy  cfossroosu k i&niwm of 16 m at linear
foot of chalkboard is sesemMidsd by taost states* and tnehe state* Horth
1Sakata* 20 linear foot la required by Im* k Hat etelkbeard $& mvmXlf
found at the front of m m y  blmmmm* fhe use of a Hat chalkboard hag 
resulted in'the foil owing complaints m i  chain reactions which haw been 
noted m  a result of the author1© teaching msKparimae m i  otesrv&ttonc of
follow teachers*
(1) Instructor© utilising tho chalkboard haw experienced diffi** 
ewlty in reading that which hat proriously boon written on an;, adjacent 
panel of the board* In order to v m t m  a long lino of writing* the 
instructor mast step back from the board until he- gains sufficient angle 
to read the entire surface*
(a) Pupils seated in the olassreeii .tew complained that they mm 
unable to fmi everything that i« - written on & #  chalkboard* $tamy pupils 
who are seated- on the sides of the room, especially those near the Hwb* 
tew- had to m m  in order to- copy m  assignment or read writing placet on 
the far end of the chalkboard*
(J) fhe inabllitgr of pupils seated at the sides of the elsssmon 
to read material placed on the board tee resulted in the rnmbmmiim. of 
long* rectangular- classrooms in whidh the chalkboard it located at one of 
the short ends*
list of of the severs! state® 1® contained in
Appaitdlm. A*
M) fb# use ef these reetan§nlitr .%*»* in twn»t
caused instructors tn assign teats to pupils# Hsus, those students with 
good or enoollont eyesight are assisted to the islddie or roar portion of 
tfe# classroom* while th«# with poor eyesight ore. i$ae®d at tb# front -of 
the room* this nirengement tends to plae® the students in groups which 
remain relatively constant from classroom to classroom and year to year*
(5). thin typo- of classroom It not conducive i# effective teacher 
control over, and eye contact with the individual, pupil# * fttrthm<$vto» 
audibility in the roar- of the room Is less than at the front# The student 
at the rear of the classroom is seated behind a long row of fellow 
stni#nt8«*dn a 'position divorce# from the teacher by distance end 
t l a s s m l e e *
Hose of the above complaints can be considered m  contributory to 
effective and efficient classrooms* This study represents ait- attempt to 
Improve the existing classroom- situations- which are reflected in the 
detrimental aspects of linear chalkboards cited*
n. hDOTiTxctfs of m m s  m m
Chalkboard* The us© of a large writing surface at the front of a 
classroom has long been common. The term «blackboardtt was naturally 
applied to the first *ift&cfc* ^boards* and slat®' boards which ware affIxmd 
to the, ol&ssrees -wails* leoenhty* however* bo&rigg of ©«|i#sitiom nat8rl«&. 
have come into prominence* The traditional black color has been replaced 
in many cases by pink* .green, brown, and even white# Despite the change* 
of color, chalk has remained the -universal, writing material* Mmm# the
term *Teh&lkboardn tma new ton.toopted at tnMmtim ®t a large board** 
like mmtmm upon which chalk It. robbed Ia order that a ember of people 
m&f read a sin#© bit of toerial at the same itm* fee term “ohtoboard* 
nisi Its contraction #| w i B &m used feterohangeehly this paper*
inel© &J* Visions fei# la a term which la need herein to refer to 
the angle torssod at a point on the ch&febeard bgr ■the' lioe^f^ight of .'a 
student and the tangent to the tolkbwd at that point*
Viswipft Points fee point m  fee floor of a elm&mm from which an 
entire chalkboard or any portion thereof may be viewed tat beta referred 
to in this -paper as a %iswing pointy Bor© particularly* the point In 
space directly above the 'point on the floor and at eye level of-' a seated 
student la the- specific location of a ^viewing point*# f m  the sake of 
simplicity this t o  boon referred to as a point on t o  classroom floor*
yeflectanopi tot of t o  fctoSftKU Ittemtnre chalks
beards toes reference to t o  ^reflectance45 of a chalkboard * feip l a  a 
relative term which designate# t o  percentage. of incident light which 
is defected from a given M *  fens a chalktori having a 
of ten -per t o t  wonld be one which rejects ten per cent of t o  light 
which strikes it and absorbs - t o  remaining f 0 -per tot#
chalkboard tot may first be read' after an - area of indistinpdshabl© 
writing has been passed* If* for example, a chalkboard were 'Viewed from
,i Ibis is a term which has been coined for
a position to the side of' the board* the near utie of the board might 
easily be reed bat writing on the middle portion night not he read* Any
easily. reed perbleit. of the boari bty«t$ this would he:
miommi to as a %er,isihlsft portion of the hoar#*'
leeistd^fM „§gd MBtlttmals^ahllltys These are terms which must he 
define# in relation to one another* Sotb a m  use# in refbrenee ho the 
visibility of' figures- art than upon the chalkboards* A .figure m s  olassi** 
flo# as "readable1* if it could be correctly an# guioldy read from a given 
point lihidxs the gtasmctt* Itai the s«s point* a -figure m s  olansifit# 
as "dlstingulshable* If it soul# be discerned as a separate an# (fistinot 
figure hut could 'not- be further identified*
fhe'gmrtioit of a classroom consisting 
of viewing points from which the entire turfate of a chalkboard m f  be 
road I# referred he as the fftotal«boar#«vloulng*araaw. Its si.se Is
expressed in terms of the fleer area In- which the viewing points ©re 
located*
in* cmwsaaEB v m m j o m m
The ©reeks an# Boaans were the first to use a tablet which might he. 
tins-sifie# as the original eballcbeerd* Inasmuch as tMt tablet m s  een» 
siructe# of wax, it m®M bo ironed out an# reuse#* This concept m s  
revolutionary and distinguishes it from the -earlier an# more permanent 
cmeiferm writing*
fhe m m  tablet m e  later replaced by individual Ablets of slate# 
fiiea# were first introduced lute this eomtry In the late HHfe century 
and b o o m  m m t m  in many school#* there Is an available Informttana*. 
however* mumming %he Mnit of single# large wMa©klmrds,* used in. 
Aaerlon prior to 1830* "At that ti»«# reports Paul f* Hooa# noted 
school arehi'teet# wMa©kfeoin?d» were matd in ear- timnoift spools for aritb*- 
metical calculations# la 2$39* Connecticut reported that MackboardS were 
® m s m  'bat mot much used* HUpkboard* were introduced at feat Feint in 
M|?# Seven years later at Sowieim beliefs an instructor named Sayth mead 
©at with excellent resalts* lit fast# the Innemtien proved mm% a mum** 
tlon that he received M s  appointment as assistant professor of 
. mthsmatics a year later#
the early biaokbwds m m  ttMstmtftd of weoi m  of a platter* 
lampblack otetare* Soon# however# the paarrles began to provide large 
slate slabs which could be mounted m  walls# After 1850# slat# blackboard 
rteelvei geneml acceptance*. although surfaces of' j®ifitei w d  «  Has# i» 
the traditional black were Mao used*
the traditional slate M&dkbc&rd remains In use today but its 
popilari% i t  largely llm itti t#  a l^ tt^ od n eiiif are a*# fit# slith# beards 
are In the process of being replaced by composition chalkboards which 
offer uniform surfaces# l o w  costa# and a galaxy of colors# Of course#
%©ca* Paul F*# wChalkboard and Its  Futitr#*1* American School and
?
Mack chalkboards are alto ima^ factttrod# however* the t a d  it so Might
that the largest ghMfetard asneftaorer in the oomiay reported is l?5f 
that n Slack chalkboards is u s  school ccsstrmctlos# hair©: almost die-, 
appeared sine# 194?* froduotio# of Mack Is so loir that it m u  truly fee
mdysta as ehMktard for raplac«#nt
i?* istoohs chalkboard m r n f t m n o M
Bumml italics hair# tan title in m  aiittspt to determine the most 
effective chalkboard color and lighting* These studios haw been concerned 
with classroom lighting# chalkboard colors and reflectance factors# height 
of chalk mils frost the floor# ta! Ita «S#gr«# of contract peftmm chalk** 
hoard sal chalk* .talk mmutmhtmum first introduced chalkboards of 
various pastel colors# school architects delighted in saloctiug the shad# 
which. would fit most osthsticiillf th# dtcorstiw color- *#ta# of m$k m w  
school# The selection m s  tempered fey th# longstanding belief that a 
chalkboard must proride * high dcgeto of oofctrasVwibh the- chalk so that 
writing■ 'might ■ umilf he wiMM#* in other words# 'h&nifeUiigr* m §  ##a* 
sidsred something which could be dettatad i» a fleeting fiance* fhmrn** _ 
for## chalkboards with a light reflectance- of about tea per coat or l®m 
vers _ eelected so that a Mgb eantrta could fee Obtained with vhita chalk# 
Oree# boards were usually aaleetad# but- th#' particular Shades were chosen 
hf th# .architects so as to achieve a color balance with th© root of th©
%|talkboard taaarlai* Mleils* OWb»52# (Chicago? Weber Costello
tartar*T sIiT t
m m *  Smeli. arbitrary selection m §  soneiAet refined by a recommendation 
made by tay 1* Saaott after com© experiments to determine a combination of 
crayon and chalkboard that might give.aeeeptabXs visibility m,:*--high**,:,-,: 
brightness beard* He concluded that "probably the,. optimum combination 
available at present is a chalk which is Just off whit# on.a light green 
chalkboard which tat a light refflestfc& factor tf spgweoetiuMbly SK5 per 
ee»h**^ tater# however# a- monumental tto^r of chalkboard visibility mat 
made by Barrel! Boyd His investigation it the only independent
study which has been, its## m  sustained vision- of various type*, of chalk** 
boards* tftth the titittt&et of few cjptaMrtoiftt*#!. a careful ami prolonged 
Investigation tee nominated on dark #mlhtaards which record*! a reflex 
tame# of 10 per- cent or 1 m m  and light etalftbo&rde which recorded 
refleotawse® of If per «mt or tagtaap* It mas excluded that*
a* The greatest viral disadvantage In sustained vtsmsilyrcenterod 
tasks probably exists with chalkboards of bonsai'1*- contrast**- 
that Is# chalkboard's m  which a dark chalk or- crayon Is used m  
a light chalkboard*
The chances are ever T to I that white etislk on a dark chalk- 
board: Is norm visually advantageous than dark chalk cm a light 
chalkboard (such as black on whit#)*
fe* There is no particular visual advantage of dark preen etalfe* 
boards over black chalkboards# when the relicctanc® or the 
contrast Is practically the same*
%ay 1* Hamon# lighting flassrooiss* %lte& State# Department of 
Idmcation# fsffipblst 'ie * lii flashingtoni"' Oovomment .Printing iffte## 
194B) p* f*
^Darrell Boyi Harmon# 4 Preliminary Study of jbe
S ilis lM  SseM b  t a M
(Amstinf The Author# 1952)*
«u- flit shames® m m  ®mit 15 to I* that rellstf timlk m  a light 'gfaiit 
ehalkbeard Is mors visually advasiageotts than the high eestras% 
of either white m  blaefc* or dark efca&ls m  a light ptfegre»d*- ■
lie im%hm etniies hare been »is etnee & » « %  -
MMi of th# literature pt^lahti hr oatlowl ami stats edMtto&el
edeim? group make# mtmmsm to ehalhbeeri rofltoteitti howarers m m
of the reooaiaeadatioas hare resi&tel from Independent rege&retu
Is a rogmit of the shore disewssloa* It to coaelttded that a light-
green hoard with a vefloeiaxm of apposdtmstelr 20 per <hrib oai used in
oottjttootlott with feUstf ehalk parties the most adMtegemi shslkbo&ri
combination*
Harmon $* H #  P* 9*
CHAPTER II
c m m m m  
I* basis op- curve Bmcnm
Previous studies have established the desirability of light green, 
compositior boards m  which a teacher writes with yellow chalk* neverthe­
less, the writer ha & observed that many pupils within the classrooms still 
©xperlence difficulty in reading that which has bees placed os chalkboards* 
Accepting the results of previous research, it is this thesis that the 
number of chalkboard faults could be further reduced if the .angles of 
vision at each point on the board were made a© sear ninety degrees as 
possible* In other words, this study was predicated on the belief that a 
concave chalkboard would substantially increase the angles of vision and 
thus alleviate the effects of small angles and large distances* It is 
believed that a curved chalkboard will yield larger angles of vision to 
those pupils seated at .greater distances fro® a point on the board and. 
field small mglet of vision to those seated at short distances frm the 
same point*
II. SSUBOTZOff Of A CURVE
Oaneralt fhere are Immovable curve®, or portions of. curves, 
which would provide the basis for a concave chalkboard. However, addi­
tional conditions created by the- practical necessity of complying to basic 
room design reduce the field of selection considerably. Since a concave
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wall will reduce the. square. footage of available floor space in a normal* 
plan© walled room* the curve which is elected must keep this loss to a. 
minimum* In addition* a sizeable portion of the hoard must remain flat'no 
that devices such as rulers and cut-outs m y  he used as effectively as on 
conventional chalkboards# this flatness should he- at the center of the 
chalkboard#-
Thus, the selected curve mat form a concavity which- is compara­
tively deep and virtually flat .at the center portion# The curve which 
appeared best to suit the above' conditions was the ellipse# The conical
l y *
equation of this curve- is --r + -Jy = I • figure 1* -page l#2* shows'the 
ellipse in its general form# The length %** is referredto as the semi- 
major axis• The length nbn is-''the sesd-minor axis# As becomes. 
shorter and remains constant* the ellipse flattens out— becoming long
and narrow* controlling the size of %« and % n the general ellipse '
can be shaped into a specific ellipse# the upper or lower half of which 
satisfies the general conditions for a curved chalkboard*
Mssllffl 2f & Specific Smffi* The selection of a apeeiflo ellipse 
to be used, in the investigation was somewhat arbitrary# There seems to 
be no precedent to follow in the determination of the elliptical form* 
the selection* therefore* was made as a result of consideration of the 
known factors* (1) k minimum of lost space must result and (2) A large 
portion of the curve must be virtually flat# It was believed that the 
concavity should be deep enough to produce noticeable curvature over two- 
thirds the entire length# while producing a flat surface over the center 
third*
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A survey of to State Apartments of Education was conducted to
1determine to recommendations made by to' States concerning chalkboard* 
this revealed tot those states which have written racmfflieadatioiia specify 
a minimum of 20 linear feat of' tolkboard per classroom* This length was' 
therefore selected as to value of *2&* in t o  specific ellipse so as to 
provide comparison with conventional hoards- of normal length*
The sesi-faincr aria -was Chosen as 2*5 feet because this provided 
considerable depth and yielded spproximat^ ijr six feet of nearly flat 
surface*
The equation of t o  selected curve la, therefore}
>*. + jlL  - i
o°y cz*)1
or* upon simplification*
r J6j* = /°°
t o  selection of this ellipse results In a net loss of 10.7 square 
feet of floor space is a classroom with a 20-foot frontage* This loss is 
computed by subtracting one-half to area of t o  ellipse ftm to area formed 
by a root angle 20 feet long and 2*1 feet deep (50-39 * 27 Z 10*7 square ■ 
feet}#
m *  camw^mmn of the peotcotfb
Oeneral# In -order to compare to effectiveness of t o  proposed 
chalkboard with to conventional plane chalkboard* a 'full scale model was 
constructed# t o  board consisted of a large and elaborate frame to which 
masonite was fastened to provide a writing surface* Only one-half of t o  
complete chalkboard, was constructed* tot is* one-quarter of to entire
^Complete results of this survey are contained in Appendix A#
eXXtpie* The i m m w m k  was constructed 00 m  to allow the entire siame**. 
two to fee 'Cp-tadcd m i  reversed* Thus* this balf-ehalkfeoerd could tom 
either side of m  entire elliptical board mi therefor© suffice for all 
comparative teats®
The back support o f the structure was 10 fe e t  
long; however* the actual chalkboard surface length amounted i o l G ®69 foot# 
Bach has# o f the board, h i  su ffic ie n tly  large to  keep the four-foot struc­
ture upright—-no other means o f support v m  b u ilt Into the hoard* Thus, • 
the support could ho varied in  ececwfaiiec with the height o f the conven­
tio n a l boards with which comparison was mad#* The -board m s constructed 
o f  two section s which were d esired , 'to be Joined in  the .classroom*- th is  
made the board easy to  transport to  and from the test, s ite s*  lb# photo- 
graphs in  Appendix t  show the chalkboard in  i t s  completed state*  In  
addition , Appendix B contains ’ sp ocifica tion s for the prototype- board*
and ^ edbffiflU  T&fel® 1, pig© 76, shows the 
slight difference in iseasuroments between the theoretical « m  and -that 
which m s  actually constructed* Hilt difference is attributed to 
unskilled workmanship* H it X values in fable X .represent distances 
measured along the x-axis, and the y mines Indicate the distances of the 
curves from the Mods* Hi® symbol yt refers to theoretical positions m i  
the symbol fa refers to the constructed curve*
Surf ape* The chalkboard surface eomsleted of masonite screwed 
firmly to the framework*. The screw holes were filled with plastic wood
and sanded* This completed surface ms then given three coats of a\- 
special chalkboard paint manufactured by the Endur Paint Company of 
Salem, Massachusetts* This paint contained an abrasive which, togel her 
with the thick mixture, built up. a rough surface of light green* After 
application of the final coat, the surface was lightly sanded with fine 
paper# The finished 'product may be seen in any of the photograph* in. 
Appendix L*
Hie entire process produced a surface which my be termed adequate, 
but by no means perfect* Seme of the screw heads remained visible 
despite attempts to inset and cover them, and the Juncture of the two 
sections was very noticeable when the board m s  completely assembled# 
Furthermore, the application and sanding of the paint was not held, uni­
form and several ^splotches1* were visible on the chalkboard# Bespits 
-Wiese defects, however, a test of the entire surface revealed a constant 
reflectance of approximately twenty-two per cent*
nmnm m
iSrc5i^f-w' X # *i& iJt* C*t 1X vl^ o
X*. THE Si®
■fit© first series of tests m® omtiuoted at $mm& Wdat High School
in Mlli&msburg, Virginia* Hits It a new school which has only recently
been completed* Is fact, m  classes have been held la the school and the
chalkboards m m  unused* The classrooms incorporated modem concepts of
pastel ©dor schemes and flmorescsiat lighting* The room chosen at the
test site contains tm  m m  of double flucresceni lights m i  is finished
2la light cream and brown* Figure 2, page shows the over-all dimen­
sions and arrangement of the room* This room was selected btcanse it 
contained a chalkboard m  the side wall which would permit lateral ©tor- 
vntions at a jester distance than would the front board* The chalkboard 
was of the hardwood fiber type-similar to the basic material confined. In 
the curved board and the ha© was practically the same In each*
Tttt ftamitnre in this room was removed with the exception of twp 
table©• Four hardwood blocks mm- placed .on these tables -and the mxrmi 
board was assembled and placed on top of the blocks* This raised the toe 
of the portable board to -a height (SO laches) equal to that of the perma­
nent board*
color scheme is shown la color photographs contained In
Appendix SB*
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11. SUBJECTS
IB
Adult subjects were chosen for the preliminary tests* because they 
poasessed techuiesl background and experience* In addition* these sub­
jects noro aoTOstemed to classroom vision* Fourteen m fejaoto wart chosen 
for the testa including three mechanical engineers* om aeronautical 
engineer, mm lawyer, on® ©riidnologist, a mirs% an architect* a aaatha* 
mattoian, a»-' advertiser, two teachers, and two houmdLw** Most of the 
©objects m m  approximately- 24 .years o f ago and a ll war® la  excellent 
health* A complete H at of personal data may be found in-fable I f ,  page 77.
Bach subject va@ given an ey® examination by an optometrist before 
the tests eew m «d« *33* bnt one bad 20x20 vision, or vision corrected 
to 20x20 by $1 asset*
Ifl* FEBFAEAl’IOH Of TBSf I^ TflfMEHT
le w  on Beards . Boi^ i tbs 'flat sad curved chalkboards were ^chalked
in* feeftore any writing use placed on either besri* th is is  a process 
recommended ty chalkboard, manufacturers in order to insure proper **break- 
lag its** I t  required the placement o f snail counts o f ehalkdust In the 
pores e f the- board' to penult easy mmmxm$ I t  m» accomplished by 'nibbing 
the aide of a chalk ©rayon mm* the entire surface and removing the excess 
dust with a dean eraser# the process was then, repeated*
Groups of Symbols* Groups of nonsense syllables were printed 
across 'the center horizontal lin e  of each board* these were comprised of 
printed le tters and/or numbers* All these figures were seven-sixteenths
19
loch tall# ihrse^ighfts inch wide# two*eightba inch apart# and written 
in white chalk, Bach group contained' four figures and the group® vara
atparatei hr a space at ant an# mm*mi#sft inches* A total of -thlrty-four
graup# w #  pleats! on the flat board and tMriy^five on ft# curved heard
I  Mtttifaa teleoilois. of l#tteam « #  ymfosrs far use lit the mmmm g^roups
m s  obtain## by means of a desk of plsylng cards* Inclt «*$ of. a d#ek
which had Imm shuffled imntf tiws# m s  turned up singly* lb accordance
with the mieigiauttte ahem in fable ill# page 19$ the letter corresponding
to the ewtorued card m s  written m  p chart* the ember# maw selected
In a similar mmm* ft# turn cards and' tens were removed from the deck
Lm i  the procedure outlined above m s  repeated* CJroups of four figures 
m m  foi®#d tiem tbs rmm m i  mlmmm of the %$» charts* flit letters vers 
Utilised ®or# than ft# mftst**
Both the eawwid and the flat cfcslfebo&rds vers- covered vitli slidicr 
groups of figure** In other words, the first group m  the near sad of the 
.flat board contained letters and numbers identical to those contained 1» 
the corresponding group m  the curved board % ffao seqtumoe of letters and 
numbers within ft# correspond^ groups m s  change! in order ft mk# 
memorisation mi -recall difficult*
.fardel Soft* Sisc soft of vertical, parallel lines urn also 
placed at corresponding locations on each type of board.* fkmn linos ware 
twelve inches long and ftftsmighihs inch apart* fern pets were dram can
T^fc# board arrangement is  shorn in Appendix €*
charts of random ntistftrs sni letters sm  mnftinM in Appendix 1*
. '•'i 
\
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the upper h alf of each beard* and three sere sat* vwe oc^otriwrted os the 
lower h&ivsa*- the number of limes aa&t&l&ed in each set mss varied*
it the top and bottom of each board, a lim e-of circles containing 
broken m m  wm eo&ebroeted # the circle# war* o f alternate siaat the 
diameter of the larger circle use three Inches while that of the smaller 
was mm. sod ore-half inefcas* Each circle contained os© break is Its are# 
Is the larger circle this break me one-fourth imh; in the smaller clrcle 
l t  mm ese-eifhth inch*
.Bspgft fos^Moss* Posit!oss m m  marked m. the .floor of the- test 
room so that the stirred board, could be moved quickly to specific loca­
tions* these board positions m m  selected to permit comparative tests 
from various viewing points within the roc®# the distances frm  a viewing 
position to the near point of each board and- the angles of vision formed 
at these points were,designed to be. equivalent* Appendix 1 contains the 
exact positioht of the board -and lit© viaviBg points*
gtsb|©pt yte^pg Fointso The viewing points were marked on. the 
floor in grease pencil* These point® m m  mix in  number and were arbi­
trarily- selected: at the side and end of the room* Appendix f shows the 
emct locations of these six viewing points*
fififipg- feints.* A total of thirty-one photo:graphiO
§
viewing points were asrktd throughout the room# these-ware .selects -m 
a® to provide photographs of the flat and curved board, 'fro® various angles 
and distances throughout the room*
%ppendix f shows exact location of ©ach photographic viewing point*
<»F M £ If
m X J U m t M  W l
Before actual test# for record were begun# trial runs of the experi­
ment m m  conducted mtillisimg seven different subjects* 'These trials 
©aafelei th# procedure to be refined to the degrne described below* The 
« n ®  '©tthjects In the trials M i  it© contact with those who gMurtluijMted 
in the tests for record*
®^emt&ttQ3S g£ S&jiSte* tcctc $&* record m m  conducted 
' during the evening hour# of the Wth mi IBth of August* If 51 * Bach night 
the subjects wore first assembled M  a teachers* lounge adjacent to the 
testing room* Is a different group of seven subjects was used melt night* 
two separate orientations m m  held* In each* the subjects received 
essentially the same information* They were first requested to fill out 
small personal data cards* White completing these forms* they were told 
that they were to- fee subjects ■ in. a test which would ssp w e  two types of 
chalkboard* They m m  generally iminwmi at to the type of ttfetariaX that 
had been placed on each chalkboard mi briefed m  to the eegueuee ©£ 
questions that m m  to ho asked; while they viewed' the hoard* flmXXy» they 
were told -that they would he asked to describe what they could see on a 
given Mari at the moment a question was asked* It was stressed that a 
abatement of readability, not a studied guess, would be sought* They m m  
requested to- refrain from discus slug the te#t or the cfedkhosris until th* 
eveuisg test period'-was eoapXetei«
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fiauftmr Prmmlure* One subject at a time entered the testing room 
with bis head turned sway from the heard.'® to ha- tested* k ena&X a tool 
seventeen inches high was located directly over one of the viewing- points* 
and the subject was directed to this® The ©object was then asked to torn 
toward the chalkboards and answer a series of questions- about what could 
be m m *  k question concerning the flat board was immediately followed by 
an identical question- concerning the curved board# To answer these sue*** 
caeeive questions* the subjects pivoted on the stool and faced the board 
in question* The data thus obtained were recorded by two test assistants# 
Attention was first directed to the center line of grouped letters 
and numbers on the flat board# The subject was asked to ■rend the groups 
of random letters and numbers, starting- with the nearest* until difficulty 
was experienced in distinguishing the separate figures# At this point h© 
was asked to read the letters contained in each group# The first group 
in which only two of the four figures could be read correctly was recorded 
as the m i  point of chalkboard visibility# 'tmeilately thereafter* the 
subject was asked whether any other portion of the center line could be 
read# Re was then requested to start -reading the groups at approximately 
the point h© believed he could, again begin to read# The first group in 
which three of the four' figure® were correctly read was recorded as the 
initial point of chalkboard revioibtlity* This entire process was repea** 
ted over the length of each board#
The subject was then requested to focus upon the upper row of 
circles on the flat hoard# H@ m s  asked to give the "o1clock” at which 
the break in each circle was located# That is*- the subject gave the
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position of the split arc which each of the circles contained by replying 
for. example, ®five o* clock*1. If the break could not readily be seen# th® 
subject m »  naked to so state*. This p m m m  m o  repeated for the upper 
line on the curved board and again for the lover lines on both boards* 
the results vera recorded*
Finalist the subject was directed to examine the first two sets of 
vertical parallel lines m  th# flat hoard and eotntt the nwber of lines 
In each* If the subject gave the correct answer it was so recorded! ban** 
ever# if the incorrect answer ms given twice the act in question ms 
recorded as H istinguinh&bls** 3n the event that m  answer m s  given 
(i* #*# that the subject could merely see a,.single# solid line) the set 
was recorded as ^ distinguishable11* this procedure was then repeated far 
the first two sets on the carved board* A,It sets on each' board m m  con* 
aidered in like manner and the results recorded*- .it this point# the 
subject returned to the lounge, where mgmtdms m m  provided# and another 
subject was brought into the test room* this procedure was continued 
until all of the seven subjects 'had viewed the boards frm ms position* 
Before the cycle of subjects was repeated, at another viewing point# the 
number of parallel lines in each of the sets m s  altered* fb© rest of the 
material m  the boards -was left unchanged* All but two of the viewing 
points- .were located far to the side of the ten-foot fixed board* Feints 
five and six were located' at the end of the room and faced the front 
boards* for these positions#, therefore# the right half of the front 
board was covered with material Identical to that on 'the side hoard* The 
curved board m s  moved in front of the. left half of the front hoard*
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it the conclusion of each evening*s test, the subjects were handed 
a five by eight card and requested to %rite comments on anything which 
yon have seen or undergone during the evening 2 anything or everything 
which comes to yerur mindn» These statements were then collected and all 
test activities terminated for the evening*
The entire procedure which has been described above was repeated 
m  the second awning.
Photographic Coverage. On the evening following the final test, 
several color photographs, were taken in order to. provide visual evidence 
of the comparative tines of the hoerde used# These pictures were taken 
with a 15 m*»*. camera and flash fcs&ba* .Slaek^snd^ite photographs were 
taken immediately thereafter with a 35 m*m» Bolsey B2 from the points 
indicated in Appendix f* These photographs were taken of first th i f la t  
board and second the curved board. For the second series of shots, the 
curved board warn moved in front of the f la t  board and all pictures m m  
retaken. The camera was placed atop a tripod at a height of forty**seven 
Inches, which was considered to be an average eye level of seated students. 
k standard photographic light meter was used to measure the foot^candles 
of light at each viewing point* The readings were recorded* The aperture 
and speed of the camera were not altered throughout the entire sequence of 
photographs. Only the focus was changed as the camera was moved from- one 
position to another* Heturea of each type of chalkboard were taken frm 
each viewing point, and at points directly in front and within ten feet of 
the boards, two or m m  shots were taken so as to cover the entire 'board*
fh# colored pictures m m  developed .fcgr the Kodak laboratories, but 
the blaok«and«vhlto pictures war© developed end printed tinder special and 
rigid conditions* these latter negatives were processed with fresh 
etasieaia and each retsained in the developer the s&se length of titse* 
They m m  printed on paper of identical grad# and. received identical 
©aepesitres under the enlarger*
Gsnrat f
t t m  n m m m  t o  t h e  w ix u a m s b o r o  t e s t s
Senegal» The chalkboards m m  mmaimed from a total of mix sep­
arate viewing points# Points one, two, and throe war© used during the 
first evening of tost, while points one, four, five, sad slit were used 
during the- second evening*^ Since point number one was used for both 
evenings, the relative porformance of the two groups of subjects can be 
compared* An snftlysls of the data contained in Appendix 0 reveals that . 
the first group could wm§ approisima.teiy fifty*eix per' Cent of -the letter# 
end numbers on the flat board, while the second' group read forty-four 
per cent of 'the same board# Inasmuch as the second group percentage in­
cluded a m m  recorded by subject 5b, the performance of the second'"'group, 
m  a whole, Is considered approximately equal to that of the first group* 
Any exact group eempftrisoa is hindered by the following observations*
It was realised that chalkboard visibility Is influenced by several 
variables* In this experiment m  attempt was made to keep all but two of 
these variables constant* The distance of the viewing point from the near 
earner of the chalkboard and the angle of vision apprised these two ex­
ceptions* 'the success of the attempt to- stabilise the ramsJ^isg factors 
is difficult to determine* The contrast between the white chalk and the 
writing surfaces was, of course, virtually constant on all boards* The 
adhesiveness of the chalk to the boards was not specifically measured|
■•" i
Exact location# of the six viewing points are shorn In Appendix F*
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however* m  difference ms apparent® The Intensity with which the ©h&lk 
was applied to each board was relatively eon©tant, but all the chalk ua»
not applied by the sane individual and a slight variation in Intensity 
my have resulted# .Although the type of light * fluorescent* was constant* 
the degree of light and angle of incident light varied as the location of 
the curved board m s  changed# Thai is* the light upon the flat board re­
mained constant while the- degree and angle of light on. the curve# boar# 
varied slightly* depending upon the relative position of each spot m  Its 
surface to the light source* The style of writing was kept rigidly 
constant*
The vision of the subject is the final- visibility factor an# merits 
particular consideration* The eye test administered to "the subjects by an 
optometrist revealed that all but one ha# 2Qx?0 'Vision* or vision corrected 
to 20x20 by glasses* This classification la* however* a relative one* for 
there are many variations within this basic category* The optometrist ms 
careful to point out that 20x20 vision is a very bread category within. 
Which large variations of vision, are possible* thus* the difference in 
amount of hoar# visible to subjects at a particular viewing point is due 
largely to variation in the vision of the- subjects#
t* CEBTEB I I ®  VIST
General* The results of the observations of the center lint of 
grouped letters and mmb&m are contained in the graphs an# charts in 
Appendixes G* H, and X«
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Viewing Iftatyffr One* A® examination of the ©hart -lit Appendix
§ show® that from point somber one roughly twice as much of the center­
line me readable m  the curved board as on the plane boards fable XV, 
page 80, gives the percentage of the center line that me classified as 
’’readable1 and/or- "distinguishable* by each of the fourteen subjects*
Bach subject who read tern than fifty pm* cent of the Hat board more than 
doubled his percentage .in reading the curved board* When examined in this 
light, the data indicates that the effectiveness of the curved board mm 
considerably greater than twice that of the flat board#
Yl@wln.g- feint fum|i*y fwc* this- point m e  used -daring the first- 
evening of tests and by only seven subjects* the results of these .read** 
ings are found in 'the graph in Appendix H* It is apparent from this 
graph that the curved board had a slight advantage when the center line 
was viewed from point number two# However, the advantage was not as 
marked as that noted at the first viewing point* A comparison of percent** 
ages Is made In fable V, page 8L* Here. It can be m m  that the amount of 
readable matter was approximately the same on each typo of board (an 
average of 66*7 per cent on tbs curved, ccaqgored to $8*3 per cent on ib# 
flat board)* the curved board does show- decided advantage.: when the amount 
of distinguishable lettering Is considered In conjunction with that which 
could be read#
Viewing feint itober fhrep# Once again, subjects la the first 
group m m  the paly m m  to compare the beards 'from point number three* 
This oongKttlMi m y  be seen In the chart in Appendix H* the curved 'board 
was considerably more readable from this point than was the Hat board*
A giant® At the chart reveals that threa of the seven subjects m m  at&* 
to read the entire curved board while none of the subjects could read 
much more than half of the flat hoard# Table VX$ page 8$ contains the 
pereentagea of the center line which were visible to each subject* The 
subjects could read approximately twice as much of the center line of the 
marred hoard as the center line of the flat board#
Hawing Mlpt Humber four* This pointy as may he. seen in Appendix 
I* was located at an extreme distant® and angle from the m m - 00m m  of 
each board# The angle of rlelon m e  sixteen degrees at the- near end of. 
the boards and fifteen feet from- the viewing point* At this extreme posi** 
lion* most of the subjects were able to read only small portions of the 
center line* fim of the subjects oos&d read none of the fla% board* 
while the two resigning subjects could read only a small percentage of the 
writing* Although Table FIX* page $% shows that the percentages of dls~ 
cemible writing was greater for the curved board* both boards were 
•xtrmly difficult to read*
ffifrwlag Btfitfi This point was located at the rear of
the classroom and; m m I only by the second group of subjects* It was 
twenty*»aev®u feet from the front wall of the roc®* Fro® the. data obtained 
at this point* the marred board made the center line more readable than
2
Together with point number six*, .twin viewing points were formed* 
The view of the curved board required from point five'ms actually 
taken at point six and vice versa* as may be seen in Figure 3* page 
This maneuver speeded the test procedure* because it eliminated many of 
the- troublesome and time-constiming movements of the curved board* Ho 
adverse effects were created fcy this maneuver*
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lid  the f la t  board# ffe  iiffmmm «*# not epmtwmlar*. bbt the oferi im 
Appendix I mi fa ll#  H U# page %  indicate that tern- difference- mm at#** 
mifltaiii* far example# three suhjeeta ootidl-read tec entire f la t  board 
while. five mhSecte ###11 read the entire enrvat teased* In. a ll
bat an# etibjeet regarded a »weh greater pareentege o f readable emtev lin e  
m  the carved board than m  tec flat*
VI w iny Point ffamber 8$x* * fM s ii§  tec final idowlng point for tec 
mcmi. group of subjects and l i f e  tmwfer five* m  located at the roar of 
the elaesreett* there was m® aigaiflaaat differ#©## in the v is ib ility  of 
s it fe r  boar# a t this point* .1© exxusii^tlatt of Appendix I end fabl# If#
-page &% indleated that the rawed hoard f e l l  a vwy alight advantage! but* 
In# to the lim ittl w afer of observations the differ®### m at be eonsldered 
ts ilp ifio a n t*
.gqnylaMo©* The .anomkt- of readable santer 11b# reoerdsA for oaoh 
snbjeet oil tho flat hoard m e  etuellsd or fetter#! m  the eumi board at 
-every viewing point tested*^  Hi foot# equal jxNriforaeiees %»r# reeordel 
only for these sefcjeet* wfe auffhred fmm #actr#n#ly poor vision m  the#*
who feast#! exeellent vision* fh# feme* eet&d mot real the boards while 
the la tter  eoald wmi each fearl In I ts  entirety# th is em id**atloh o f 
the- inproimi porfslstB## of the imllHittssl.# os eppesad to the average
3
Th© negative psreem tag# iaereaae afevm for gofojeet 1# at viewing
point 'throe in does not disprove this etateaant* the table'.'
includes only the percentage i&ereaee of that which me recorded a# 
^readable*1* the snhjeot i i  question road only thiH yvfive per sent 
m  tern eurved board# hut he eeuld "distlsigglgh* the remitting airfey^flt®
per cent of tfe flat beardf he fetiM read sixty per esnt of the center lime#
the groups*- is most significant* Hi© comparison of m  
indlvidusl,s performances Is not complicated by difference# In vision of
the other subjects* only the particular subject1# vision is involved.# 
and the difference in performance can be attributed-' to better visibility 
of the material* In Table t, page 86* the percentage- of readable center 
line of the curved board as compared to the plane board is given for each 
subject at each position* The average percentage increase is also com* 
pa ted* The curved board w m  most effective when observed .from viewing 
points one* three*, and’four*
TT OCOISfl!*!# MUrflP «?«Sn!*<5JL -i 9 b R w ; a t y *  i.i&S».*0
The test# involving the detection of break® in the small, and large 
circle# 'were inconclusive end the data has not been included* in the con** 
straction of these circles several errors were made which caused the data 
to be invalid* A thin pencil line had been dram as a guide line for the
centers of the circles* The lines .had 'been inadvertently left m  fee
boards at fee completion of fee circle construct ion* fees© pencil line# 
created fee illusion that breaks occurred In fee arcs of the circles at 
three and nim ®*clock* furthermore* fee large circles and their breaks 
m m  of sdeh sis© that they could be easily distinguished on both boards 
at all fee viewing points j therefore* they served no use in fee test* The 
small circles were of a suitable sine* however* they had not been uni** 
formly constructed * Chalk had been sharpened- and applied wife, the utmost 
care* but accurate circles could not he constructed free hand* by mean# of 
& tom device* or by means of a string radius* In each case the small
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&im of the circle and the necessity for clear figures formed fey moderately 
heavy chalk pressure combined to defeat attempt® to achieve accurate fig* 
urts* fa addition to these observations, the validity ofthe data was- 
farther lessened fey the tendency of the subjects to give a ^considered 
guess* as to the location of the break they' knew to be present in each 
circle*
xix* nmiLEi m m  f m m
General a Appendix f contains a chart which depicts the results of 
t ie  parallel lin e tests on both boards at the six viewing points#
flpwlng Point Itofear <k*$# Prom this point, all the sets of parallel 
lines were correctly counted on both boards by four- subjects# The remain­
der of the subjects recorded distinct 'Vision improvement when viewing the 
curved board* fable XX* page 87, lists 'the umber of sections of .each 
board that could fee read and distinguished the same amount or- more on the 
curved board than on the .flat board# An average of 2*75 of the three sec­
tions wore countable on 'the carved ehalkheard* while 3U§ of the three 
sections were countable on the flat board# When compared at this viewing
point the curved board was more advantageous than the plane chalkboard*
\
Pswlpf .|uybe.3?. SB* M y  one subject of the seven who 
examined the boards from this point registered' a variation In tie count-
i
ability of the parallel sets on the two boards* Although this one 
difference was in favor of the curved board • it m&% fee considered
insignificant#- .Both boat'd® are considered, equally advaniagecius nt this 
viewing point*
3k
f&jpl lumber j&Ett* a great and significant difference may 
readily be noted in the performance of the beards from point throe* Few 
of the subjects could count or distinguish any of the seta on the flat.- 
board* but every subject could count all the sets of the curved board* 
Table XXI, page 88, lists the section© of the boards which could be 
counted or distinguished* On the flat board an average of fifty-five per. 
cent of the 'parallel lines eaUM be counted or distinguished by the seven 
subjects* As previously noted* the curved 'board was m m  hundred per cant 
countable. At this point, therefore# the curved board 'proved such sort;" 
advantageous#
Viewing feint ffpmber Fppp. Once again the curved board was proven 
more advantageous- All the subjects experienced considerable difficulty 
in counting or distinguishing the parallel lines on the plane chalkboard* 
However* only one subject (vision 20x60) failed to count ©very set cor­
rectly on the curved board*. Such improvement of visibility is shown-, in 
Table XIII# page 89# and leaves little doubt concerning the superiority 
of the curved board at M s  viewing point*
fjpwlng feint lisjnh^ff M M *  subjects at this, position could
count all lines on. both boards# The remaining four subjects had-diffi­
culty on the flat board# but could count -all lines on the'curved board* 
This is not a spectacular difference# but# as may be seen in Table XXV# 
page 90# the average increase of readable sets was notable and Is indica­
tive of the slight advantage of the curved board at this point*
Viewing Point Humber Six* There m& no difference whatsoever in
the visibility of the parallel" linos on either board from this point#
All seven snhjeots could ©oaatall the lines on both boards#
flpnqlpqlop,*: The tntober. of sets of parallel lines which oath sub- 
jeot recorded as countable on the flat board was 'equalled' or bettered on ■ 
the curved board ■ at* every point-tested#. Of' the total forty-nine views ; " ' 
which wwr© made of the curved board only-- three reported dlfflcultyin 
©©anting all the lines* la table If, page 91* the increase in the const** 
able portions of the carved 'board' as opposed to the plane hoard is 
recorded for each subject at each position# The average increase Is also 
computed# The curved board was slightly sore advantageous than the plane 
board when viewed from points one and flvej overwhelming, improvement was 
recorded at positions three and four*
1?# cohpahisoh m  vtmxm points
Prom the results, of the center line and .parallel line tests, iVAgv 
clear that the curved board was equal to or better-then the- flat board at 
all viewing points tested* Furthermore, the superiority of the curved- 
board was most noticeable at points one, three, and four* At, each of ;■■ 
these positions the Increase in overfall visibility was very large* Des­
pite the marked improvement in the curved board at point;,number four-, :isn 
examination of Appendix H reveals that, this point was virtually out of 
range for those with normal vision* Point number three is the point-at 
which the curved 'board was most effective when all factors are considered * 
The first point was also extremely favorable t© the curved beard* At
viewing points two m i  ftm th© advantage remained to the curved boards 
bat' at point camber six both boards were equally visible*
?* a n  ■<* e m »  boot?
the charts in Appaniimtt G, H, and I show that th# middle area of 
the curved beard was the most difficult portion to road* That it#, the 
portion of the center line between board section embers fourteen and 
twenty-*eight was often difficult to read or distinguish* This * blind 
$p®tn m y  hare been m m ® 4  in pert by the imperfect intersection of the 
two halves of the homemade board and other previously noted
In Chapter II, Section III* Nevertheless, the chief cans# of this «blind 
spot*1 is mot attributable to hoard comstrmctiom# The mow probable cams# 
was a combination of it&tmm and as»§le which was su fficien t to mahe the 
writing d iffic u lt to read* The m  tested did mot provide a naiwaraal 
mire for the -effects of small angle and largo distance that ‘has plagued 
vision of the flat board* Bach partten of the curved board is mot uni** 
formXy visible from every point within the elassroos# This particular 
curve represents a narked improvement in board visibility but the presence 
of this "blind spot* is proof of its limitations*
n «  c ® m m $  of subjects
In Appendix K the written comments of the subjects are 
qoeted* The participants in the Williamsburg experiment were, as noted 
before, college graduates holding professional end technical deposes#
Their comments- are, therefore, exp lleit and relevant*
yj
Bttfkm Circle, the previous discussion of the circles Is further 
eca^ roboraicd by the final, m m m % $  made by the subjocts* The following
excerpts imm. the tndi^dnal comments supply further proof to this states
•>
most* Subject 3b stated, "The chalk smear made It t e d ' to tell tbs 
*0*clock* of the opening® in' the circles* Also, it seemed as if com of 
the openings -mm larger th®® others *# And subject 6b said* *A lot of the 
difficulty fcr me in seeing spaces m  the circles had to do with the 
smudges m  the. board and the variation in Sickness of the chalk line#1* 
Thus* the data obtained m  the circles was discarded*
Centpr tine* In thsir clients, M m  subjects frequently referred 
to their inability to read the center portion of -the curved board* Also, 
one subject complained that *fth© small rm of letters m s too m i l  to 
distinguish to be' a good test#*1 The letters were small* fifieen-feoi 
Snellen eye Chart letters, and were so selected that comparative cut-off 
points for visibility oouM be obtained for each type of board in a small 
tost room* Another comment noted the presence of non-uniform letters*
But perhaps th© most important comments were made concerning a tendency to 
recall some of the groups of numbers and letters* On® subject said, **£.■ 
MMMfl&mNt acme answers given from the first chairs (viewing points) 
Another wrote* »Th©re was a - tendency also to remember some of Mm
MM&* ®h comments were made eon filming the tests which 
utilised parallel lines#
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Cim&Mtn&B* f m  subjects mtmmimd that tbs last hours of the 
experiment m m  vary tirin g bo, eyes • that had been worked all day and had
already been us©d at one m  two viewing point® :«arli*r i» -the evening*
Oonsiructlwe C.cfflacntgu the following a m  the suggestions md& for 
affecting a m m  comprehensive test of th© curved chalhhoard* la son® 
msm thee* auiteatiomi were specifically stated* but the majority repr©** 
seat thoughts which hare been gleaned from ImpIicaMomis and epaestiQns 
contained in the written mtmmbs*
1# t v b m i m  the difference* If any* between the visibility of 
script lettering and printed lettering ©a the curved hoard*
2* Betermine th© degree of difficulty involved in writing upon a 
curved board*
3* Bstaznta* th© effect of distortion of writing da© to the ©area** 
tore and ascertain Its readability*
l» Uspsst the ©2?perlisent utilising- school children, as subjects*
I* fa© classroom chairs and desks for viewing points. In farther
tests*
6* test the curved chalkboard-nnd«r daylight conditions*
7* ■ fat a flash* recognition test of le tters and xmtfomt tc  deter** 
mine Instantaneous readability*
0* tbs chalkboard should be washed after each erasure*
All of these- -suggestions merit discussion and gome contain the seed* fcp 
■further investigation* Itebers four* six* and seven are considered most 
relevant to this particular ©^©rinjeat* the suggestion contained in 
m m m r  one is minor and hat little effect upon the iompsratlve visibility
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of the two types of boards* Th® second suggestion does not warrant tether 
investigation because the exj^rlmmters discovered* while. placing test/;- 
material upon the boards, that there uas no difference .in writing npm 
either type of chalkboard* It was noted, however, that the curvature 
impeded the use of a -rigid straight edge to draw lines*: The use of a ,./ 
flexible straight edge (such as that constructed of plastic) eliminated 
this difficulty* The third suggestion* like number one* is minor and 'has 
little effect upon a comparative study of the visibility ©f the two. boards $ 
furthermore, the tests utilising parallel lines were considered determiners 
of the major distortion? namely* apparent compression caused by a small 
angle of 'vision-* The fifth suggestion is irrelevant because the stool 
used in the tests was set at a height comparable to normal high school 
classroom chairs* Finally* smudges caused by erasure cannot be washed* &8' 
is suggested In number eight* because this would create an even greater 
contrast with the rest of -the chalkboard* and water la not reooRsnended for 
a wood fiber type beard* The point I# well taken* however* that greater 
care should have been maintained so as to eliminate variation in board 
contrast due to erasure*
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were obtained* From these* two pictures were selected to be made Into 
Kodachrome prints* These are contained in Appendix EE* They serve as 
evidence of the contrast In hue between the two beards* and show the test 
equipment as seen by a subject*
ffl.acfe^ nd«4lhttt* Prints* Itsme roll®- of fcOLaek^ au^ whito pictures 
m m  taken of th© flat and m m !  hoard© from the points indicated t». 
Appendix f* %o» development of these films It was discovered that one 
of the rolls had been defective*. A light streak appeared down th* center 
line of the entire film* Inasmuch m  the center of each picture had been 
focused upon the center line of the board, the picture* thus obtained 
were useless as evidence of comparative visibility# In addition, the 
picture taking procedure had not bees effectively conceived# In order t© 
avoid excessive movement of the curved board, photographs had first bom 
taken of the flat board from all points, after which the sequence of 
photographs was repeated for the curved board* This procedure did not 
take Into account the possible differences in separate rolls of film of 
the same type and make# 'Sms, most of the pictures of the curved board were 
lost due to the faulty film# Photographs of both the flat and curved board 
from each viewing point should have been taken on the same roll of film* 
Appendix h contains several photographs of the two types of boards which 
were taken fro® viewing points which received adequate photographic cover­
age# The resolution la these photographs is not sufficient to allow com­
parative readings of the center line of small figures, but the large 
letters marking the center line groups may he used for eoBpariaon*
to# general m m t m x o m  m  test
As a result of the test procedure and data that have been presented, 
discussed, and analysed in this and the preceding chapter, the following 
major conclusions have been drawn concerning the test* conducted at James 
Blair High School*
1* The curved board was proven as visible or more visible than
th# flat board at every viewing point tested*
2* In comparison with the flat board# the curved Ofealkboard wa# 
most effective at positions one# three# and four*
3* the us# of broken circles as a testing device m s  inadequate*
4* Greater care should'have hem exercised lit the:- placement :#£■ 'v:' 
test material upon th# chalkboards*
5* The general procedure employed in testing chalkboard visi­
bility m s  adequate*
6* Groups of letters and numbers # and sets of parallel lines were 
effective measures of board visibility.
?• Heading aloud of the center line groups tended to enable sub­
jects to recall certain groups.
8* The vision of th# first group of subjects# as a Whole# was 
approximately equal to that of the second# but the us# of two group# 
created an undesirable variable and made exact comparisons of viewing 
point performances impossible*
9* Large differences in individual reading performances at any 
single viewing point were caused by variation in the degree of 20x20 
vision*
10* footer# affecting chalkboard visibility# with the exception of 
angle and distance# were held fairly constant*
11* The - "blind spot" in the center of the'curved board was caused 
largely by a combination of large distance# and small ang&e# of vision* 
12* An insufficient number of viewing points were tested to deter­
mine. th# effectiveness of the curved board throughout th© classroom*
23*, fhe procedure es^ loyed In obtaining the series of blmk«m&» 
trhite photographs mn poorly conceited*.
14* Farther teats wore needed to correct the errors In procedure 
OMitted thas far, to clarify and substantiate the resold that- appeared 
ftpm  these initial tests* and to compare the Hat and curved boards mdtat 
m m  varied yet rigorous conditions*
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Copftruottqa* Oradeck High School la. Portamufh, Virginia* was 
seleQted for the second series of chalkboard tests* this was a m m  school* 
completed in the late summer of 1954* the classrooms had received one 
year’s use before this testf however, being of cinder brick construction, 
they were in excellent condition* k dual room designed f m  n m  in health 
education classes was chosen as the specific test site* This was a long* 
rectangular classroom which* when separated by a sliding partition* formed 
two separate classrooms of standard si so (twenty-two by twenty-eight feet)» 
0mm of these rooms was equipped with a side chalkboard which was so placed, 
that the test# could he easily conducted* Eemowul of the sliding partition 
allowed lateral viewing points to he selected as desired* Figure 4* page 
shows the general plan of this test room* the desks end th© chairs were 
removed from the room to allow movement of th© curved board* & large 
table was moved into the room to support the curved board ■ at a height 
equal to that of the permanent board*
lighting* the room was equipped with fluorescent lights which dif­
fused the light rather evenly, A light meter recorded relatively constant 
readings of fifteen to twenty foot»ea!3dl©a at various- points about th© room 
under artificial light,3* This light was furnished by two fluorescent ft*» 
tores which each contained two bulbs* In addition*, natural light was
*fh® light meter was aimed at the same chalkboard at all positions*.
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provided from a row of six windows which m m  ©vettly spaced m  th© wsli,. 
opposite the teat chalkboard* Each window contained film fame® four; of 
which were oovered with a window shade to shat oat th®'glare of ihe-sp.*., 
iark green drapes warn also provided*
Color Scheme s M  Reflectance®. half of the teat'amen which
has been' designated as "A" In figure, A m  page 41 was finished in a very 
pastel green which gave a .yefleetanoe reading of approximately b&mnty*o»e 
per sent* the floor was made of a. dark green* mottled tile {reflectance 
twelve per sent}* A white ceiling of eighty* p#r sent mfteetaney covered 
the out ire test room* the upper two-thirds of the mile at the *8* end of 
the room were finished in a pastel yellow {reflectimoe forty per cent)' and 
the lower ona^third m s  finished in the pastel green previously described* 
The tile .floor was a light grey which recorded a reflectance of seventeen 
per cent* Thus the room was decorated in general accordance with modem 
color schemes and recommended reflectances*^ The reflectances at the "A* 
end of the room were slightly las® than those at the "B* end— and less 
than those meemeaded* However* for the specific purpose® of this test 
the difference was considered very slight and of no consequence in the use 
of the two commoting rooms* The Important fact I® that both rooms my© 'In 
keeping with general concepts of modem classroom design*
^Pamphlet Ho* 1Q& of the .tf* S. Office of Bduoatloa reoommenda the 
construction of classrooms with reflectances as Indicated in figure 5# 
below.
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Chalkboarda Hi© chalkboard was of th© wcodkfibr© type and; recorded 
& reflectance of approximately twisty per cent* It wain four'feet in height 
and t h e  aluminum ohalkrail was two and oue~half feet above the floor# -.:;Xh© 
chalkboard which bad been selected for th© toot bad hmn used very little, 
because it was on tb© side of the room# This particular chalkboard bad - 
not received much sore use than th© curved chalkboard#
IX# 'SUBJECTS
Ten subjects were selected from the senior das# at Cradock# Uve 
were girls and five were boys* Each of these students had vision, or 
vision corrected by glasses* which bad been classified, as 20x20 In tests
conducted by a school nurse* They were #11 of approximately the same age 
{seventeen) and had X* Q* ratings which ranged about average* Table. Wt$ 
page 92^  contains all personal data which is pertinent to this discussion#
III# PREPARATION OF TEST EQUIPMENT
Form 2H U n  Boards * la order to insure equivalent chalk content on 
both types of the chalkboards, they were first washed and then "ahalked 
in** with yellow ehalk*^ Ibis chalk was of fine quality, “duttless* crayon 
which, was well suited to the needs of the test, because it cculd bd'Jr-v;v': 
sharpened to a hard point fop' us© in placing fine lettering upon the; 
chalkboard#*
^The term ^ chalked in?! Is discussed In Chapter SI, page 18* I
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Croups $£ letters* Inasmuch ■ m  th© m e  of nonsense syllabi®*, of 
letters and number© had proved m m m m m M L  M «  for determining chalks 
hoard readability, th© m m  typo of group symbols war® again m ® foycd* 
this time, however, they mre placed in single lines • at -the top and; bottom 
of ©acb board as wall as la the center* It was- felt that such an .arrange* 
meet would enable the visibility of ■ all three -areas to he determined and 
th© effect of three dimensional angles of vision thus discovered* A total 
of thirty numbered groups of four figure* war® placed ■ In each line# These
groups m m  obtained and erected on the boards In the earn® manner as in
Athe tests at Mllierasburg* The spacing between the groups, however, was 
Increased to two. inches ©o that the groups might be readily identified as 
separate units from the lateral viewing points* detailed measurements 
which give the., exact tom of th© Chalkboards are pictured in Appendix M®
farall.pl MBSS* Vertical sets of parallel lines were also placed' 
on. the chalkboards* These bad proven auoeessful in determining th© degree 
of distortion caused fcy the angle of vision and its distance from the 
viewing point* Ten sets were placed on each board? five on the upper 
half and five on the lower half* These lines wore twelve inches long and 
five-sixteenths inch apart* The number- of lines In each set varied be* 
tween five and twelve* Appendix M illustrates th© exact locations of 
these set* of parallel lines*
to further material was placed on either board*
%©# discussion, in Chapter -HE, Section Ilf, page 18.
4S
foard ISSlSSE* The peaitieM of the curved board with re#f^ et';' 
to the viewing points were obtained in the game manner as. In.. the test at 
Mlllmnslmrg#^ &»ct board positions are shown in AppendijrIF#
S&OB* Since the classroom vaabui tw#nty~tyo
feet wide# distant viewing points were impossible for; th# permanent side 
board© The flat board at the- **B" end of the room was therefore used for 
all distant examinations# Material identical to that on the side flat';; 
board was placed on. this end board*
Sub.lent Viewing MB^S- ®>e®» viewing points were oarked on tile
floor in grease pencil© they were twelve in number and'were select^'-at 
the side of the chalkboard and also well to Its--front© 'the selection was 
somewhat arbitrary# but it ms;: largely determined fey the .results of the 
Williamsburg feat© Specifically, viewing point number four 'had been ■' 
found to fee virtually out of range for normal vision of 'the boards, .and 
from viewing -point number aim both boards were proven to 'fee equally visi** 
fele# Therefore* Cradock -viewing points wore .chosen within what .was . 
considered normal range of vision for at least a portion of each board, 
and outside of the' area which would appear to allow total vision of each 
board# The twelve points which, were selected are shown in appendix 0#
Photographic VlgBfeg MfiSfi* * total of thirty-four points war#
selected as photographic viewing points* Only six of these points .were’;
%ee discussion of board positions in Chapter 111, Section 111# 
page 20*
located within a ten-foot radius of the center of th# flat chalkboard, 
because both hoards "could .fee easily read within most of this area® The . 
remining points "were selected.'"with regard to the same Qualifications as 
the subject viewing points® The exact locations of all photographic view­
ing points art shown in Appendix 0«
CHAPTER v n
chadook fgsf m m m v m
General* The tests were. conducted during the school days on th®;;v 
19th 8b<3 20th of September* 1955#. Six viewing points were used on each . 
of the test dsysj one point was used each class period#- The over-all tost, 
procedure was very similar to that followed in the previous test*
was read to them*
ton have been selected as subjects for the test of a section of a 
new chalkboard* During this test period of two days you will be 
asked to come to the testing room once every class period for 
approximately five minutes* fou will be excused frm each class
for ten minutes in accordance with a schedule which will be con­
structed#
During the entire test you will pleas® refrain from discussing any 
of the test* or anything connected with the test* fleas® keep your 
thoughts to yourself until after the two-day test period has■elapsed* 
Do not discuss this with .your friends* and most important— do;not.. 
discuss the test amongst others in'this group*
Every five-minute period which you spend in' th® teat room will b© 
slightly different* but will conform to a general pattern* I m  will 
wait outside the door of the test room until the--subject preceding 
you has left the room— do not wait within earshot of th® door*
As you enter* please walk straight to the typing chair which will 
be prominently placed within th® room* Keep your eyes-focused m  
the floor until you have seated yourself and you are asked to look 
toward the chalkboards* 1 will be standing with a pointer and will 
then ask you to tell whether or not you. can clearly distinguish, 
groups of small numbers and letters to which X will point*
Each chalkboard will contain three linos of emall-sised numbers m i  
letters* The letters and numbers making up these lines will appear 
in groups- of four* I will point to one group at a tins and ask you 
to read them individually * flease reply Immediately f do not— 1 re- 
peat— do not stare at a single letter or group for any length of
Qrientatiop $£ Subjects* Prior to th® start of the tests, m  the 
first day* the ten subjects were assembled and the following Information 
tine* If you should fixate m  a letter for several seconds 'ycwf/,; 
©yes will gradually adjust and enable you to aake‘-u-:;*goedt guesstt*
V# are after a quick answer of what you see at.first glance.*,
In addition to these three lines of letters and numbers there are 
tea groups of parallel#, vertical lines* I will-' point to each 
group and ask whether or not you can see the lines as separate and 
distinct* In other words* could you count th© number of lines, ■if, 
necessary? There will be# .therefore, three possible answers t *1 
cannot distinguish the separate lines1? *1 can distinguish the ■ 
lines, but I cannot count them1* or *1 m m  count the®1#
As you leave th© test room after each session* pick up a ■ comment 
card and fill it cut Immediately upon your return.t© ©lass— lt will: 
take about two minutes*' Keep the completed card until your next 
session and.hand it to me at that time* Hies©-cards contain several 
comparative questions* Please answer as you f©el«*Hsak© them your
S' thoughts-
5 After the final session* Tuesday* sixth period* I will ask you., to
1? answer a few general questions* When all this has been completed*
Sl I will be glad to discuss any questions which you may have concern**
3 ing the tests or the chalkboards*■
£
* This-written orientation gave assurance that each subject, received
identical information, and no information which might’ later influence test 
responses* '
Hewing Frocedurp* The subjects were ushered into the test room and
seated in the same -manner as those who participated in the' Williamsburg 
6tests# A straight-backed chair* height seventeen Inches* was provided for 
the subject at the viewing point* In accordance with the viewing procedure 
previously described* the subject was-requested first; to-ex^^ 
of small letters and 'numbers* ■. The visibility of the-center line ©f;tk#;K  
flat board was the first to be .recorded*- Immediately thereafter, th# center
%## discussion of viewing procedure in Chapter If, Section I* .page
22*
line of -th© curveA board, was-viewed and the results wewi'^eprded*. ;H*lc::,, 
procedure was then repeated for "the top; and bottom lines of eaoh board, 
finally* the countability of the sets of parallel lines was recorded.
From time to time* the number of lines in the -parallel sets was alte* #^;;: ,;..
foment Cards. &®all oomaeni cards were .handed each subject 
the conclusion of every viewing session* This card contained the follow­
ing questions* (1) M m  did the two boards compare trm this position?
(and give your reason for thinking «®)j |2) Mat all advantages and. 
disadvantages of ©aoh board which yon noticed in this -position only#;'-- 
these questions were answered between vlowing sessions while the viewing 
point was fresh in the subject*e mind#
final Consents. At the completion of the teste at-.all twelve-
viewing .points* the subjects were questioned concerning their over-all.' ,
opinion© of the test and 'the curved hoard* These questions were, four -in
number and were repeated for- each subject. The cossaents ware obtained la
recorded, conversations which m m  held with one student at a time. The
Mat of this taped conversation was as followsi
lot* have now participated in this entire- oxperittsnt# What are 
your over-ell opinions of the curved board as opposed to the flat 
board? Would you. like to see this board used in classrooms?
Would It help you? Bo you have any comments to make about M e  
test procedure itself?
Fhotograohlo Cmttmam. Ro colored photographs were taken of this 
test room. Blaok-and*whlt© photographs were taken from the viewing 
points indicated in Append is 0® these pictures were taken daring'-the
daylight hours on a non-test day #0 that the same typo of- light (daylight 
and jPnoreseeat) would he used for the photographs aa was used by the 
subjects* A leiea camera containing M m  number fourteen film, a film 
of extremely high- resolution* Was used for these ■ .the .aameiAgg;
was placed upon a sturdy tripod so that the lens was forty-sewn inches 
fro® the floor# The shutter speed was kept constant at o»©~feurth of a 
second and the aperture remained f/5«6» Osly the focus was changed from 
one- viewing point to another* Three rolls of thirty-six exposures each 
were taken within the test room# Clare was exercised to ins ire that com­
parable views of the flat and curved boards were taken on the same roll 
of film# M f  a roll of pictures m s  taken of the flat board# then the 
curved board m s  moved in front -of the permanent board and the shots 
were repeated* At points directly in front and within tea feet of the 
'hoards* two or m m  shots m m  taken. so as to cover the entire board*
o m r m  n n
tmm/m abb ® m m m m  m  <mwcK tests
General® Th© discussion .relative to visibility factora whieh'hae 
bom Included la Chapter V Is also applio&bl© to the Cradock test* 1 There 
were only M o  footer* which were altered In this second tests (1) il­
lumination was by th® combination of fluorescent light and sunlight* and 
(2) yellow chalk rather' thasr white chalk m s  used on the hoard** * As 
noted in Chapter ?* the vision of subjects who were classified as 20x20 
varied .greatly and Is responsible for th® large difference© 'in reading 
ability recorded among the subjects at each viewing point*
i* p m m m m -  r m a m  w m w m
The twelve subject viewing points are pictured in Appendix 0.
MssaSm M b &  M m m  2a&
iGrouped figures* All.lines of grouped figure* wore seen better 
on th® curved board than on the. flat hoard when viewed from this point* 
This sharp difference may be. seen in. th#: line graphs and in the adjacent 
tables* Table TtXX* .page 93# repeals that approximately forty per cent 
of each of the lines ©a M e  flat board ©odd be read while eighty to 
ninety per cent of th® curved board, ©mild be read*. The upper line' of' -:
graphs depicting results of tests of grouped figures at
Viewing Point Humber Cto® are contained in Appendix- Q*
figures proved th# most difficult to .read of those on the curved hoardy 
th# center list# was read most effectively# Over-all, M#- curved M#rd :■■;■: 
was slightly wore than twice 4# -effective as th# plane board In present** 
lug readable figures from this viewing point#
Parallel Sets & Th© sets of parallel lines m m  also much worn , 
visible from point number one* this large difference. Is shown in Table 
OTI, page 94,# and in the graph in Appendix F„ Bell over twice the 
number of areas of parallel sets were countable m  Me curved board than; 
on the flat* Approximately ninety-six per cent of the .surfs0# of the-fist 
board, was countable and distinguishable while fifty-two per sent of the ■ 
flat 'board was in this same category*
if . S mal f f M M U M *  A* a result of the ft#**W 
cited in the preceding two paragraphs# It appear# tha t the curved board- 
is approximately twice as visible as th# flat board from this position# 
This conclusion Is further substantiated by th# comparison of individual 
Improvement recorded for all the board material.#. Table SI* page 95 
shows a visibility' increase of almost half of- the entire chilkboard «#» 
fa## when the curved board was viewed* Th# center portion of the curved 
board was readable only to those of exceptional vision*
fleiii-nir 1fo|ftt Bomber Two^
9xmts& U m m *  ***• 'proved to be beyond the- range of th#
%ine graphs depicting results of tests of grouped figures at
Viewing Feint Humber Two are contained in Appendix fU
readability for M e  Small figures ©a both types of hoard#* - the group#:-'"'; 
were more easily distinguished* however* on the curved than on -the flat;;;', 
hoard* The line graph in Appendix R points up this marked increase in 
dts tinguishablli ty, as does Table XX* page- 96* It 'may .he- noted from this 
table that approximately twenty-five per sent of the smterial m  the flat 
hoard could he distinguished as opposed to approximately eighty-five per. 
cent of that on M e  curved- --boari-# In this case* the lower line on th*v 
curved, hoard proved M e  most visible#
Parallel Sejjmu Ion# of the sets of parall#l lines on the flat 
hoard could he counted* .Cm -the curved 'hoard* however* Table XXX* page 97* 
shows Mat 3*2 of the five sections of parallel line sets were countable*
In fact* ninety-six per cent of the curved hoard could he counted or 
distinguished as compared to twenty-four per cent of the flat board.* -' - 
Inasmuch as the flat hoard could not be counted It Is difficult to appfbxi- 
mate th# degree- of isvrovsMit provided by the curved board* A oempsc^son 
of both the distinguishable and countable area indicate# Mat the curved 
board was approximtely four times more advantageous in this position a .
a£ &ffi££tl BtiMUte* tte ««r*ed *»»*•<* was approxl-
mately three or four times more advantageous# This statement* ©f course* 
is based upon only the meager data which could b# obtained at this view­
ing point# The point was out of the readability rang# of th# small 
letters used in the test* Cnee again* th# center area of the curved 
board was the most difficult m m  'to- see clearly*
Qroumd ffjgurep* Bearly halt of the subjects could read oil:' 
three lino* of grouped letter® m  the curved board, but m  m m  could. 
read even half of any lice on the flat board* The percentages of each--' .> 
line which were readable are shown in fable IHII, page 99* Approxi­
mately thirty per cent of the material on the flat hoard' could he read, 
while eighty-five per cent of the carved hoard could W  re&d— indicating 
that the curved hoard was almost three times as effective-, as the e<wep«::.' 
tional hoards
Parallel Sqta*. A large'difference was recorded in the eountabiXity 
of .the sets of parallel lines at this point* All hut one set of lines 
could he counted by all the subjects* Table HI?,, page 10} shows that'an 
average of hut two sections of parallel sets could be counted m  the-.- flat 
hoard as opposed to an average of 4*95 on the curved hoard* The curved 
board was virtually one hundred per cent visible in this regard*
Consideration of Osnersl Visibility. Th© dloeueslons In the above
paragraphs indicate the advantage of the curved board when viewed from 
this point*- The visibility increase is shown in Table XI?, page iQb &nd 
indicates that m m  than half of the board which had .been- difficult t© 
discern on the plane board became clearly visible on the curved board*
%t»o graphs depleting results of tests of grouped figures at
Viewing Point lumber Three are contained in Appendix S«
Ms ha® been noted at previous viewing points, the cantor portion of the 
curved hoard was the moat difficult area to rood* Th® fact that virtually 
all th® parallel linos wore readily counted on th® curved ■tetri indicates 
that this point is th® first inthe tost to give adequate porspoctivo to  
either type of hoard*
flawing feint ffianber Four
(Grouped' Figures A  This viewing point was within th© readable ■ 
range' for all points on the curved hoard, as may he seen in. Table Hfl,- 
page jog# Once again, however, the flat board was not as readable as the- 
curved board* On the- flat board an average of two-thirds of each line 
of grouped figures was said to be readable by the subjects* The entire 
carved. board was readable# This is a significant difference and one that 
shows that there are points from which the entire curved board may be 
read while only a portion ofthe plan® board may be read, with equal mss* 
It is impossible to estimate the numerical advantages shown- by-the curved 
board at this point*
Parallel. Sety* A greater portion of the parallel lines m  the- 
Hat board could be counted from this point than was th® case from those 
points tested heretofore# dice again, the line® m  the curved board- 
proved more visible, but the difference between countability on the flat 
and curved board® was considerably loss than at point# previously tested#
%4m® graph® depicting results'of tests of grouped figures at
▼tewing Point Itaber Four are contained in Appendix %
Nevertheless, the curved hoard proved ©oat favorable, because a ll/bu t 
one subject could count a ll -of the parallel .lines m  the curved hoard# ■ 
This comparative visibility ©ay he seen In 4ppeMlm\.f :,«nd;.|ii fable JOTil*
p m  103.
the rang# of clear vision of the entire curved boari| hut not th# flat.-';.>?■ 
board* Therefore, it Is obvious that th# curved hoard is'most advan­
tageous and affords marlmum visibility at this point* This statement is 
further substantiated by Table XCTXX t, page 204, which shows the intli&dusi 
g&ino In readability and eountabllity on the curved board# -
rang# of total readability of the curved board* Only one subject, 
number eight, encountered difficulty in' reading th# entire curved board* 
Approximately half of each of the lines on the flat- board was visible* 
Thus, the difference Is great and significantly in favor of the curved 
'board* The percentages in fable Mlt$ page 205# give numerical substantia­
tion to these conclusions*
Parallel Sets* The observations contained in the above paragraphs
are in harmony with the results of th# examination of the. sets of 
parallel lines. That Is, all of the sets of parallel lines which war© on
si fifBSaU Visibility. this viewing point ie within
U a f e  l a i a !  M a s s  Mas
Propped Figures* This point, 111c# number fotsr, is within tbs
%lii© graphs depicting results of tests of grouped figures at Viewing
Point Humber- Five are contained In Appendix B*
ill# marked board could be counted whereas only two subjects could count 
all the parallel lines -on the .fist board#, Table T O  shows that spproaei* 
mately A*2 of the fine set areas could be readily counted# the increase 
in number of sections Is not spectacular, 'but the difference is nontho«*
le s s  sign ifican t# .
teslflmlla at. Smisi M&MJULW* WmiliJg point nusber fiw .
proved to be very similar to number four* Both points were within the 
range of clear visibility of the curved board* Point number five, how#
ever* was'near the outer boundary of this'.range m  was evidenced: by the 
failure of subject number eight to read the entire center and upper lime 
of grouped figures# Table XXXI, page 307, shews the increase in visibility 
recorded for- each subject# Since the increase is positive 'throughout#, 
the superiority of the curved' board in this position cannot be questioned#
Bs dBg M e i  B a t e
No data, were obtained for subject number four, at • this point, be* 
cause the school schedule prevented the subject from attending the 
viewing- session*
flam* M a m . 6 *mitt of «>• <n*J#ota had difficulty In
1
reading the entire curved board*. but approximately 'ninety per cent of 
the curved board could be- read* Table XXXII, page 10^ on 'the previous 
page shows the individual percentages for the subjects* More than twice
6line graphs depicting results of tests of grouped figures at View**
isg Point Number Six are contained in Appendix V#
m  much of the material on the'/ curved-hoard could be read-as. on the 
plan© hoard* titicm reading difficulty was encountered,on the curved ■ 
hoard it ..occurred in the center portion#
Parallel Sets* the parallel lines m m  not oomplately countable 
on either hoard* The Hat' hoard was the least effective surface as less 
than half (average) of the sett could be counted# These differences are";" 
shown in Table TOX1X, pag® 109, and definitely favor the- curved hoard*
telfeCTftte St 2SSSISl B S i M U V *  *W8 b*«> tho ea»e at 
previous viewing points* a marked advantage was recorded for the-carved" " 
board at point number six* As shewn in Table MdHf, page 110, all, sub* 
Jeets showed large increases in readable and cemtable material when the 
curved board was viewed* This position was definitely beyond the rang# 
of readability for the entire burred .'board#
viewing M a i  g @ t e  t o ®  -
Cropped Figures.7 The portions of the grapJi in Appendix H vhieh
are outlined and. eross«"h&teh«dt and the asterisked numbers In .the follow* 
Itsg tables, represent groups of figures that could fet.%ead with dl.ffl* 
cultyV This term, m e  need at thls and the succeeding -point to indicate 
groups which could not be' road Clearly but which could be read, with no 
more than one or two mistakes* ft is by no means an accurate measure and
tine graphs depicting results of grouped figures at Viewing Point
Number Seven-are contained its .Appendix W*
is effective merely whm a student*# perfonmuce is compared with one of 
his previous performances rated In the same meaner*
Appmctmtriy one-third of the flat 'board could feeread while 
virtually the entire curved board could be road* On each board, the 
center line was the easiest to read, although the other lines m m  read' 
nearly as well.® Respite the fact that this viewing point was at a con­
siderable distance and narrow angles from, the chalkboard# an effectives 
comparison was made® the outstanding performance of the curved., board 
m y  be seen in fable XOT, page m *
fhrpllel Sets® 111 of the subject® could .count all of the parallel 
lines on -the curved board# In comparison, only m m  .subject could; count 
all the parallels on the flat board and an average of only three of the 
five sets could be counted hr the subjects® fable OTCVT, page 322* re~ 
veals the curved board1# .superiority at this point#
Consideration of General Visibility, The curved board, was proven 
most advantageous at this point# The large increases In readability and 
ceuntablltiy noted in fable XXS&X&t P#g# n >  coupled with the fact that 
virtually the entire -curved board was clearly- visible to all subjects, 
provide# strong evidence of the curved board’s superiority* The flat 
board was two- to three times less effective than the curved*
S s K l H M M t e t e M i S
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Groaned ' One subject ms recorded m  heading with
difficulty* at this point* The remaining subjeei* reported ©w©ll©sb-;. 
re salt® in reading the carved board* fable WO&nip page 114# indicates 
that over ninety per cent of the curved board ecuId be read as opposed to 
approximately sixty per cent of the plan© board* Once again the center 
line m s  the meet readable of the three lines on each type of chalkboard#
parallel Sets.* there was not a great difference recorded in the 
conn.tabil.lty of the parallels on the two boards#. However, It is notable 
that all sets m m  countable m  the curved, board while some difficulty 
was expressed by three subjects 'in counting the parallels m  the plane 
board* Table ltXXIt page 115, contains data relative to this discussion*
Consideration <j£ general Visibility* This viewing point was at 
considerable distance, from the. board and therefore, caused, the subject* 
some difficulty in discerning the small letters- and numbers* Hevsrthe* 
less,, the data proved that the- served board ms- once again the most 
advantageous # fable I!* page 116# shows that the readability and count** 
ability gains were not spectacular, but were impressively positive for 
each subject*
flowing Point ffaabor Upp
in examination of the- line .graphs In Appendix 1 and the chart' in
Stine graphs depicting results of grouped figures at flowing Point
lumber light are contained in Appendix. X*
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Appendix 0 reveals that this viewing point m s  within the M m t  vlgi.bil.tty 
range far both chalkboards*, Indeed, m  difference was recorded in the 
visibility of either heard fro®; this points both' beards .ware ©cjmlly : 
advantageous*
m m ,  M i  m b m
The final three viewing points' (numbers ten, eleven, and. twelve) 
are in a class by themselves* From the chart in Appendix Q it may he 
seen that each of these points was located twenty*ntne feet from the 
front wall of the classroom* - .In addition, the plane chalkboard at the 
front of the w8* end of the room was used for these viewing points alone* 
The distance to the beards trm each viewing point was such that the 
small figures written on the hoards m m  difficult to discern? however, 
in most cases enough data on the visibility of the boards was obtained to 
permit meaningful comparisons* This was not the m m  with the parallel 
lines* At each point the parallel could easily be counted on. both, boards, 
thus rendering comparison useless* finally, the lighting on the two 
boards at this end of the room was not unifona— dark areas occurred on 
both boards# For comparison purposes, however, the boards each received 
approximately the same amount of light at corresponding board areas#
IlSHiBg M b I  Smteg Sea9
The subjects- reported very little difference in reading the two
'boards fro®, this point*- It m n  be seen from Table HI, page 117, that
%ifw graphs depicting results. of grouped figures at Viewing Feint
lumber Ten are contained in Appendix. 2*
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that approximately seventh-five per mnt of -the plan© board could be read 
while slightly mm* eightywfiv© per mnt of the carved heard could be- ■ 
read* This shone a slight advantage for the carved board# ■bat it carnet 
be considered significant* Indeed#.' fable 11*11# page ng# shews so very 
little percentage increase that it mast 'be concluded, that the two- boards 
were equally visible.
Viewing ffolpt ?frrmbpr j^ eypn.
the data obtained at-this- viewing point were Insufficient and# 
hence# laecaolttaiva* Only two or three subjects could read any material 
on e ith er  board* Those data which are available are contained is the 
line graphs In Appendix A&* All subject© reported that, both boards 
could be distinguished equally w ell * In short# it can only b©. concluded 
that neither board was sore visible from this point and that accurate 
comparison Is impossible, became of a. lack of exacting data.
flawing Po.in^  lumber Twelve
The data gathered a t 'this point were Insufficient* The entire 
surface o f each board was di#tinp*i©l»bi© to  a l l  smhleets# but only- a few 
subjects could read any m aterial* An examination o f the lin e  graphs .In 
Appendix BB shows the ©mall amount of data that were obtained for readable 
material* It can be seen that the curved board was slightly m m  visible 
than the -flat board# but the data are- very skimpy and not significant*
The two boards can only b® considered equally visible ftm this viewing- 
point*
n *  z m m m  m  m m c m
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fttttfte S m mte* ^ . subjects' who |nrtMpaMt':. t h e  
tests stttaltted .eomcitfl at the conclusion of ©ash viewing session* 
these comments were short o<mpartsons of the visibility of th© two 
beards fro® th© p»H&cR&*r vietritag point#* A total of on© hundred twenty 
emaent cards were rtoeivei faring the. entire test period* These ccBn&e&t# 
war© consolidated and a frequency table was compiled*
Sine# the eennonts were given In answer to questions which 
r#qm@#tei a eomptriton of the relative' VislMIIty of each type of boards 
the number of distinct, comparative phrases was rather limited# All the 
comparative phrases which appeared in these comments were then noted, 
and. a frequency table was constructed* for ©maple, the comments 
received at viewing point number five were listed in a column together 
with the frequency with which the. ammmt was made and by whom it was 
submitted« The result# are shown in Table Ell! on page 119# These 
listed eoMBcmtff contain ' m r n m  pre**curv#d saqpressicns than p f c + t f a t  #rpr##i» 
Ions# The#© phrase# were product© of the subjects* own Noughts and 
were not provoked by an outside source*
Ife order to achieve an objective appraisal of likes and dislike# 
expressed In these comments, each phrase in the frequency table was 
given a numerical rating In terms of Its prc-nes# toward the curved 
board* That is, those phrases which were judged most favorable to the ■ 
curved board were rated plus five, while those which were met favorable 
to the plane board were rated minus five* Bating# of various phrase# 
ranged ftm minus five to plus five and are shown In Table ffitf, page 121.
a ©  numerical value# were" then compiled far each viewing point in accords 
ante with th# frequency table destrlhed in the above- paragraph* Those 
final value# were positive or negative according to tho addition of the;, 
signed number# in each column*, lo subject was allowed to- amass more than 
ten positive or negative points at any one viewing position* The results 
of tbl# numerical evaluation appear In Table Xtft m  page %^ 2 * Bxcesaiv© 
point# attributed to the individual® to any one viewing .point have been 
removed from the ^corrected total#**
Ana^Vils gf Comments* The ratings which were assigned to the
cements were somewhat arbitrary, but they did provide a numerical evalu­
ation of the subject#*' thought#* These comments regnresent feelings 
rather than fact® and serve to qualify the findings of the actual tests*
In Tabic XL?, page 122 » the rating# given by subjects at each viewing 
paint are totaled and the viewing point® given rank standing with respect., 
to their total scores* Positive number® are p*©*ourv®df while- negative 
are pro^flat* -These ranking# cannot be considered exact because they are 
the result of arbitrary ratings* However, they are Indicative of the gen­
eral attitudes of the subjects toward the chalkboards* It is obvious' that 
the subject# considered the- carved board very .advantageous at the first 
eight viewing points* At the lash four -point© both board# were considered 
to be approximately equal* In short, these'.-comments tend to substantiate 
the data recorded during the teats*
teaWtUK .fiwwwttttt* At ths oonelttBioc of the tests, final eoa- 
stents of the subject# were -placed on a tape recorder* These were all- 
inclusive statements of the entire test which gave their opinion#
concerning the effectiveness of the two type# of board# m i  the test pro* 
eedur© iteelf* MX% the#© e « m t R  are quoted in Appendix CO' ©xactly a# 
they nor# recerded at the teat site© It will suffice to'net© that all: 
the statements were favorable to- the marred board, and that all subjects 
pressed a desire to see curved ‘boards accepted as the classroom stands
ardfl there users m  critical comments made concerning the teat procedure#
Ttr * tffisyrfiait m t w sXaJL # t i *j f t f vAwWf ® %}ST &$J£Wfcvi v XniWiJuti .* wXfi
ITom the results of the reading and parallel line tests. It is 
concluded that the curved- board was equal to or better than the piano 
hoard at all viewing points tested* .Furthermore, the curved hoard proved 
superior at the H r  at eight points* these points were those Horn which 
narrow unfits of vision m m  formed and where the curved board was ©apeehed 
to provide the greatest improvement in hoard visibility © Points four and 
five were within the classroom m m  irm which the entire curved board 
could be read* At these same points only a portion of the- flat board 
e-odd be read* flti# seems to jsw© that the curved board was not only 
mere reaiabl# bat sis# that the '.carved ’ board l&ereftaed the number #f 
points .from, which m  entire chalkboard could be- read*
Viewing point number nine was within the total, board Hewing-aim 
for both the flat and curved boards* At the final, three viewing point# 
each board proved approximately equally visible although the point# were 
virtually out of readable rani© for both board##
S m « ! f B a  al Urns. s£ Sssm i S g a s s a *  * * # » •  i* # ® *  ° f  gtwpea
figure# had been placed on each board to that the visibility of all area#
of tit# board# could/be determined* The difference# in Mm m o b ili ty  
on each board m m  slight, hot the m sulte have shown that th© oenter 
line was the moat visible of the throe line# a t every viewing point, - 
exe*pt timbers two ©oi too*, This feot may he seen i»  $©&# mft# P#g» 123. 
which lif t#  the ranks o f ; the lines a t each point which had Information 
sufficient to permit comparison of readable percentages* Point number 
two- was beyond the range of aCoitrate reading and the difference# between'1' 
the ©enter and lower lines warn not stgnlfieent* At position number ten 
the center line of the f la t board was the least readable—once again the 
viewing point lay beyond the range of accurate reading* the relatively- 
poor readability of the upper Mm a t each point is  eyen.flter* salient 
than the good readability of the ciutter line* th is poor showing my be' 
attributed largely to glare# file student had to look slightly upward in 
order to view the upper line and in #0 doing he was subjected to m. 
lucres## In ligh t reflected by the. M i  In short# tee stifle of vision 
more nearly approximated the angle of incident lig h t than was the case at 
th# center line# Thus, i t  is  concluded that although angle of vision may 
account for part of tee sligh t tm istlon# in  readability between tee line# 
of figure# on a single board, tee- major factors affecting th is change am 
amount of ligh t and angle of Incident light*
If* FHOTOCHiAFHiO COVIBME
Photographs were taken from tee teirty-four viewing points shown 
on the right-hand, side of Appendix 0* These pictures -provide visual 
proof of tee emparative effectiveness of the two boards# The photograph#
substantiate th®. findings of th® test©, because those pictures taken, ttm 
th® sides of th® beards show th® '®w«i hoard to ho m m  resdabIt than' 
th® flat hoard# la parti©uter, pt&togr&phle viewing point® eleven, sfe~ 
teen, seventeen, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty- 
five, twenty-six, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty, thirty-one, thirty- 
three, and thirty-four show that the curved hoard la more advantageous 
than the plan© beard# In the xwdnt&g position* tea- two boards m y  he 
seen to- he of a^prejElmtoly vlalli.lity* Exception to this steteiwb 
mat, however, he taken at points one, two, and. five* These points, were 
directly In front of, and close to* the sharpest hoard curvature and tee 
camera lens was incapable of bringing th® entire curved area of the board 
into focus* These photographs are contained in Appendix BD*
?*. (ZBMMAl COiiltBIOiS W  CBABOCE fgST
As a result of the date which have been presented and analysed, 
several general conclusions may be made ©oncoming the- teste conducted 
at -dradock High School*
1* He curved hoard- -was 'pmwm m  visible or mom 'Visible thus 
the Hat board, at ©vsry viewing point -tested#
2* The curved board was most effective at points which formed 
narrow angles of vision, on the flat board* That i®, points to the side 
of the board were most favorable to- the curved chalkboard*
3* The center tim of grouped figures on each board was most 
easily mad and the upper lint m i  the most difficult*
 ^A* tjb* i t e l  'board ^ vifwlag-'drca was grt&ter .for ibi. curve# ter#  
:$haft for th© flat# The ttitire curve# ter#  soul#' M  r t e  f t e i » r # v ;' 
points witbin-.' the otesmt® than cett34 th© H at te a l*
$# Additional tints wtmmste# to detente (1) te; 'Specific."' 
mlmtioasMf b#ti«m iistsnct uni sngl© of vi,sion which together ««*©© 
arm# of ©teiter# to {23 t&$ taste ©tesyt-ta arm
'frcn whltli tee entire- surfs©# ©f ##§lt- type of ter#  ©dflgtt b© fte *
CHAPTER XX
SUMMARY A W  CONCLUSIONS
u  &mwki ® m m m m  or abd m m o m  m m
The chalkboard tests which were conducted at NllLiairasburg and 
iradoOk generally substantiated mm another* At Willteaalmrg* the data
strongly favored;. the ©urn# hoard# These teste*, hom v m $ .  ha# teen ham® 
pared by error© in pmoeifiir©* ailack of' yellow chalk, m i  lack of teat 
reflttttmt* iwteileis,. the mgHKtexit? of te© cunmi- tear#"was easily 
recognis©# 1® these initial teste* The result© of the Crtetaofe teste' worn 
oeirototrate# by those- at t&XHaftsbtirf ♦ flowing points siis&ag* to tSxooo. 
at Williawstourrg reveal®# similar remits an# appears# Hrialy to ettetolisk 
the superiority of tee curve# tetri* Its visibility was e^ml to, or 
greater than, the flat hoar# at all 'petitions#
II* total m m  m m m  m m
The tests which have teen describe# above prove# teat there existed 
points within tec ela&fireoMi fro© which the entire surface of a chalkboard 
caul# tot easily res#* It m s  also shown teat some of these palate mm 
the sane for each type of boar#,- an# that there were others from which 
only the curve# bear# caul# toe read in Its entirety# This Indicate# that 
the total boar# viewing arm of the curve# bom# m s  greater than that of 
the flat board#
III* GENERAL SWtARf OF TESTS
The chalkboard teste which. have been reported in this paper hsm 
provide# proof of tee greater visibility of' a curve# chalkboard as oppose#
t# li# cofevmnticttftl flat beard* It tea been shown that its®. curved beard 
enabled subjects to road small figures and emit parallel lines taor©. 
effectively at every position tested» Furthermore, subjects could see the 
entire curved 'hoard at viewing points from which only portions of the; flat 
hoard could he e m u  the comet degree of ispfovwimt proviiei by the. 
curve has- not heem daietmitied hat it has been closely epproaclmted fVem 
several different, approaches®
The curved hoard which was tested did not provide perfect- wlsl** 
hility trm all points within a normal aietd classroom* The center area 
of the hoard, appeared to .have a ffhli»d spot*' which m® M i  chiefly 
by large distance and small angle of wtstei* fasts m m  not conducted .at 
every point within the clasarooa# and the determination of the area of 
total hoard visibility m e  largely theoretical* ftmarthaless, the evi«» 
dance n«mistat»biy points to the use of curved chalkboards me a aeons of 
eehievinf better chmihtesri' visibility#
The limiting distances which were obtained in the tests were 
small-* This was caused by the use of small figures as a 'testing device*
It mst be remembered that in normal classroom- usage all these distances 
would be increased in accordmnc# with the increase In figure 
vlded all other factors* such a# lighting^ remain, constant*. 4 carved 
chalkboard| therefore, 'Would enable classrooms to bo altered so that the 
chalkboard 'might be placed on the long side of a rectangular classroom* 
This would create a small loss in actual floor space, but it would also 
ellmlmte the problem which have resulted from present classroom arrange** 
meat* In. particular, it would virtually eliminate the necessity for
grouping students according to eyesight, it would allow - teachers closer 
contact to ambers of a ratherlarge class, and it would allow the teacher.' 
to read the entire chalkboard while standing relatively dose to i
tie® of the board*
la any case,: the curve I® definitely advantageous * feat, the que®~ 
‘tic® remains, "What curve will'provide maximum desirable results? ♦*
fVt Aw ATWT TUB* 1?AD WtWtfOW* as wy^'juAPfe wvti p UXmKS it&csiKjEUsvfi -
The results of Hies® experiments indicate that further research is 
needed to determine the specific curve which will lend itself most effect­
ively to chalkboard use* It would appear that the elllpae ls very 
effective as & Chalkboard curve, but the specific member of this family 
remains to be determined* It is also possible that another type of curve 
may better satisfy the requirements for chalkboard construction* In 
order to determine this, more testing is required*
toother approach to the problem of classroom vision might evolve 
from the results of those initial experiments* A curved board has bee® 
shown to permit totter visibility in normal rectangular classrooms* ft 
could also ■ to true that the classroom design bould to effectively and 
efficiently altered so as to totter conform to a particular type of 
curved chalkboard| it merits investigation*

nm m  i
NUMERIC#! DIfFEREHCB BETWEEN CCBRESP0NP1SG POINTS OH THE 
' THEORETICAL CWMAW THE CONSTRUCTED CURVE AS
'M&AttWSF&Tl tWa/YMf V Wft «.
r i l ^ d u K i w  J n t w S  liifi X  & a ! S  ^
Feet > Inches feet Inches
1 ft fa Yi-Te X ft . fa Yt~¥a
0 3 0.00 30.00 0 6.25 23.43 24.19 -0« 76
0*5 29*94 29*81 0.13 6.5 22.80 23.75 -0.95
1 29*91 29*62 0.29 6.75 22.35 23.25 -0.90
1.5 m M 29.37 0*27 7 21,21 22.56 -1*35
a 29*40 29.00 0*40 7.2 20.82 21,94 -1.12
2.5 29.19 28.44 0.75 7,4 20.16 21.31 -1.15
3 28.62 28*12 0.50 7,6 19.50 20.56 —1.06
.3*25 28.35 27.94 0.41 7.8 18.88 19.87 -.99
3*5 28*18 27*56 0*62 8 10.00 19,19 —1.19
3*75 27.18 27.37 0.41 8.2 17.16 18.37 —1.21
4 27.52 26.81 0.71 8*4 16.23 17.50 -1.27
4*25 27.16 26.81 0.35 8*6 15,30 16.56 —I *26
4*5 26.96 .26*56 0.20 8,8 14*26 15.62 -1.36
4.75 26.37 26.25 0.12 9 13*08 14.62 -1.54
5 25*98 ■ 25.94 0*04 9*2 11.85 13.50 -1.65
5*25 25*41 25*50 -0,09 9,4 10,20 12,12 -1.92
5.5 24.95 25.25 -0.30 9.8 8.37 10.50 -2*13
5*25 24*54 • 24.87 -0*33 9.8 6.00 8,50 -2.50
6 24*00 24.56 -0.56 10 0.00 1.81 -1.81
Y
* It m distance of theoretical carve* in Inches, from I axle* 
fa s distance of aoinal carret in inches, fro® t axis*
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TABLE III
AaSIGBMKRT OF USTWS TO PU1IHG CARDS 
tS ORDER TO OEMIS HARMS 
18TT0S SELECTIOH
Had
Cards
Assigned
■'letter
SUflfe
Cards
Assigned
letter
1 1 1
% a a 0
$ 0 5 8
4 t 4 *
5 I 5 1
6 F 0 t
7 § 7 f
$ 8 * 0
9 1 9 t
10 <£ 10
«fa0lc I *Faek I
Usees 1* Qaeen T
King K King 8
so
TABXE W
PERCENTAGE OP CEBTER USE OP GROUPED FIGURES BBSIGKRTI* AS SEAmSE 
ABB DISTIRGUISHABLE Of! EACH BOARD iff SUBJECTS
A? HXIXIM8BMG VXSM»S HHST 10, 1
Sublet Eeadftbl©
Mat
Dlstlftgttisba'bl#
CurtM'
' Eaadable Btstingid ah&ble
1ft SI 0 100 0
2a 56 0 m If
3ft 41 0 m 0
■4ft 24 0 n 0
5a 68 § 100 0
6ft. 80 § 100 0
?a 100 0 100 0
lb 32 0 74 26
2b 53 0 100 0
3b 0 0 0 0
4b 53 0 T O a
5b 44 0 100 0
6b 21 0 100 0
7 b 56 0. 100 0
fatal 611 § 1*221 41
a** £ 43.6 0 o f »,> 2.9
A w r a ^ e 43*6 90*1
mter
T & m  ?
PERCENTAGE 'OF fflRWR USE OF GROUPED FIGURES MSIGjMBB AS REABABB 
AND DISTIEGDTSHA BLE ON EACH BOARD S* SSJ3TECTS 
AT TEEWIfB POINT SO, 2
Sublet
Flat
Eea<Sable Dietiugtaisfe&bl©
Ottrve«l 
Beedabl© Mai
Is 6© 0 100 §
2a 62 0 79 21
3a 60 0 35 65
4a 91 0 100 0
fa 01 0 100 0
6ft O 0 9 0
7H 44 0 44 32
fetal 4m 0 46? lit
Avg $ 18.3 0 66.7 17
Over-all Average 58*3 83.7
jeiWinwwwftii
PERCENTAGE OF CERT® HERE OF GRODPET) STG®8S DE3IGKATED AS READABLE 
AS® HCStlWHSSHMtS OS EACH BOARD 3? SUBJECTS
at m usm m w vm tm  poiht so. 3
m at
BaaMgL* Btatingaiahafcl#
’Ciirml."
la 53 0 200 0
2a 3* § 68 32
la 56 0 U 6
.4a 50 0 t m 0
la 68 § t m O
6a .24 0- 6a §
7a 56 0 91 9
Total 363 0 615 A?
TAHLE VI I
PERCENTAGE OF CENTER tire OP GROUPED PIGWBS DESIGNATED AS BEAMS® 
n*m nTQ^TijriTri'CiWA lar ts nu m&ttn tsrt etiQTtPniKs
AT WlttlAMSSBOJ VIKWIHG POINT BO, A
TftrTrfiriiiTniHjufiic(iiyfiir.i^ (ii^ )iiij|t['trtliwmin'miyi'n.i|i,1i.' ii>i'ntfi.inirr“ni p iiir n rTi^'~r^ i irn ’^  fljirtiriiftniirjrnrin •'trtnriltP 'ii' ’n iirriiitiiiiirim r r  ir ^ r r T f ,i ifiif^ ~"ir"''~jTJ'r'‘'~,l i i '  ■iY~TTHirv ‘inili'r^;- # 1 ^ - ^ •- t ir--1-';■-■'■• r  ■,...r ^ t r
Wat O a m d
Sttbjaet . Msiinptiatebla Eeaa&bla Msttngtaiahafel©
lb 0 0 so 44.
2b 20 0 SOD 0
3b 0 0. 12 .a
m 0 § 78 f
5b 0 0 0 0
6b f 0 82 0
,7b. 0 0 35 0
fcita! m 0
m m  v m
m m m m  or a m  m m  of m m m m  m m s  m m m m  
am§ msTzmtnsmMM 0$ mm board sr subjects
*m 'tjNpf f ifiiifiSiElW-ll ts/tTKW* *ta eA * ¥A&*fAIi£l FwiSI fiv * ?
Sttltfoet
w" Mml
ttead&bl© lEatlngaishable
"■c * * &fw5F
fteadablo mstiapiishaM©
lb 56 # 100 0
2b 100 0 100 0
3b m 0 56 26
4b 100 0 100 0
5b 0 0 0 0
6b 44 0 100 0
7b 100 0 100 0
Total 438 0 556 26
A** $ 62*6 0 79 » A 3*7 .
r a a ®  i x
PERCENTAGE OF CEHTER I.IHE OF GROUPED FIGURES ® S » » T »  AS READABLE
ism? P is? ! XlfeUA&liftiabM PI* ISiiuM ip ja fip  gat. oU ljw lw  r »
AT WILLIAMSBURG VIEWING FOIHT BO, $
lb 100 O 100 0
2b 100 0 100 0
3b 53 0 77 23
Ah 100 0 100 0
m 0 0 0 0
6b 100 0 100 0
% 100 0 100 0
7®tal 553 0 577' 23
*¥g $ If i 82»4 3.3
Os h n II Ifirsp If 65*7
86
TABLE X
BERG88TA6E 1HCEEASES OF READABLE CEJiTER tl» OP THE 
CURVED BOARD AS eCKMREB TO THE FEAT 
BOARD, AT WILLIAMSBURG
iabfea-!
Viewing Foists
1 2 ..f . . . . . .  4. . J :6
la 47 40 47
2a m 17 12
3a 47 **25 ia
4a 12 f 50
3a 20 0 32
6a n 9 3S
7& 44 ■0 35
lb 50 30 •44 0
2b 0 SO 0 0
3b 42 .2 IB 24
m m *a 0 0.
3b © 0 0 0
6b m 73 56 0
?b 36 '35 0 ;\ .
Average 37*1 a.4 36 35*4 17 . , 3*4
r& m  n
s u n  m  sbchoks of each board which had codstable cr
jfiffiWft AH' ISAftAf TtMf ttwPQi A#
m u j M t & m a  tiehxhg poiot ho* i
i<i>m!ifi»Mji
1ft 1 0 3. 0
2& 1.5 0.5; ' 2' 1
3a 3 0 3 0
4a 3 0 3 0
% .3 0 3 0
6ft 1 1 3 0
% 2 0.5 3 O
lb 2 t 3 0
2b 3 0 3 0
3b 1 a 3 0
4b 2 i 3 0
5b 0 a 0.5 2.5
6b 2 i 3 0
7b 2 i 3 O
fatal 26*5 10 30.5 3.5
Average 1.6 0.7 2.75 0.25
Chrer~all Average* 2.3 3
CVar-ail Sterca&tbge m 100$
TABLE OT
WyrawJi w  a«JUI.*vw> Ur e&iiti Jp^lw tfttJU.** l*RP vUyjPf.IA.al.io
OR OISTIBGTJISHABLE SETS OF PARALLEL LIKES AT
wujamsbo&o n m m  point no* 3
.. -I-.,.'.!.-...fiai..’. .'.. .'.. ' ','.mi..'...Carted 11
ddbieet .......... _ .Mitlnfiraiafeable . OotmtaM©... Met 4
la I O 3 0
2a 1 0 $ O'
3a 1 0 3 0
4a. 2 0 3 0
5a 2 G»5 3 0
6a 2 0 3 0
?a 2 0 3 0
Total 11 0.5 21 0
Average $ 1*5? 0*07 3 G
Over-all average 1.64 3
Oversell percentage ■ 55$ 100$
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TABLE XIII
B U M ®  OF SECTIONS OF EACH WARD WICH HAD COORTABLE 
OR DISTINGUISHABLE SETS OF PARALLEL W  AT 
TOXIAMSSW0 VIEWING POIBT TO. 3
.Hat. . .
Stihjeet ' ' ComiabI® DistlniulsMble " Omintabl© ' TiEs tiisgui ©habie
lb O 0 3 O
3b % 0 3 0
3b 0*5 1 3 0
m 0*5 0 3 0
m 0 1 1 1
6b 0 0 3 ,0
Jb 0 1 3 0
fatal 3 3 19 1
Avg f 0*29 0.43 2.9 O.U
Omr-al! averag© 0.92 £♦84
Otr©r~all ptraaataga m 95%
f & M  XJ?
m m m ®  m  m m m m  or m m  m m  m m  m §  c o m m m  
m  m s n m m s m m M  sets of m m i m i  tins m  
m i u m s m m  r m m m  point bg.s
■'■ " r j...  Flat"1 .r,r.r.-1(rr. T-.r~r...Carved..nn.,..... _
Sobjeeb Cotrn table Btstingijishable Gonntabl© Distinguishable
lb 1*5 1.5 1 0
2b 1 0 1 §
lb 1 0 1 0
4b 2 1 1 0
5b 1 1 1 0
6b 2*5 0*5 1 0
Tb $ 0 1 0
fetal U 4 21 0
&vg $ 2*1 .5? 1 0
CN»r-*all I
Over-all percentage 100$
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w m  m
IffBEASf OF THE S P
. m  BOABB AS OPPOSED TO THE FLAT
1 6
la a 0 2
% 0*5 1. 2
3a 0 0 2
4a 0 0 1
5a 0 0 1
6a 2 0
7a 1 0 l
lb 1 3 1*5 0
2b 0 2 0 0
lb 2 2*5 0 0
4b 1 2*5 1 0
5b 0*5 1 2 0
6b 1 3 0.5 0
7b 1 3 0 0
increase
0< 1 •! 2 *43 0*71
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RBCaSKD AS COOB'FABT£ A8D DIRTIH30TSHAHLE
m m  v m a a G  poitjt so, i
Wat CtOTed
Subject Countable Distinguishable Countable Distinguishable
t 2 0 5 0
2 2 1*5 5 0
$ 1 1 4 1
4 2 % 5 0
5 1 1 4 1
$ 2 1 5 0
7 2 0*5 5 0
f 2 1 5 0
t 2 1 3 0*5
10 I 1 .4 0*5
Atg* * 1*7 0*9 4*5 0*3
2.6 53t 4.8 96*
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THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE OP READABLE LINES OP GROUPED FIGURES AND 
SECTION INCREASE OP COIINTAHLE SETS RECORDED IS PAVCR 
OP THS CURVED BOARD AT POINT NO. 1
Readable Group Countable
Increase Percentage Section
Subject -w, -if- .ypjWSr Ce&ter Lower Increase
1 44 50 60 3
a iff 50 50 3
I m 4? 36 3
4 63 3? 50 3
5 $0 40 50 3
6 3? 47 37 3
7 50 53 57 3
$ 10 47 26 1
9 44. 63 63 3
10 43 60' 63 25
Avg. $ 38.5 , 49*4 36.6 2 .5
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n m  tool
NUMBER OF gQARJ) AREAS WfOSE SETS OP PARALLEt USES «®E 
REEQRDBD AS COUNTABLE A® DISTINGUISHABLE 
m m  VIEWING POTT m. 2
Hat
Countable BlsfciBgaisimbX#
0*watS
Ccmat&bla Matinguishabla
1 0 1 4 1
2 O 1 2 3
3 0 1 5 0
4 0 1 2 3
5 0 1 3*5 0.5
6 0 1 3 2
7 0 1 I 4
$ 0 0.5 3 1
f 0 1 4.5 0.5
10 O 3 4 I
Aff * 'f 0 1.2 3 .2 IS
1.2 at* 4.0 m
TABLE m i
THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE 0P DISTINGUISHABLE LINES OF GROUPED FIGURES AND 
SECTION INCREASE OF COUNTABLE SETS RECORDED IN FAVOR 
OF THE CURVED BOARD AT POINT BO. 2
Subject
Distinguishable Group 
Increase Percentage
tipper Oenter lower"
Countable
Section
Increase
1 47 67 60 4
2 64  ^ 67 67 2 ^
3 60 74 70 5
4 47 43 60 2:
5 36 47 50 3.5
6 53 56 47 3
7 SO 67 73. 1
0 70 63 60 3
9 56 S3 70 4.5
10 34 43 74 4
Average 54.7 61 63.1 3.2
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T&W& xror
wmm of mm mms whose sms of wm&& urns mm 
nmmmo as m m m  Am oxstihohishable 
M m  viwtM w w f  $
Subject
Hat
Countable Oistlnguisbable
Onrvei
Cotmt&ble Blstiijgblsbabl©
X 5 2 4.5
2 2 1 5 0.5
3 2 5 5 0
4 1 4 5 0
5 2 1 5 0
% 2 1 5 0
7 2 1 5 0
§ 2 1 5 0
9 2 2 5 0
10 2 3 5 0
Average 2 1.9 4.95 0.05
1.9 78jf 5 100?
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VA***® '1ft®■I** JvJ»t
THE PERCENTAGE IKCREASE OP READABLE USES OP GROUPED FIGURES ASD 
SECTION INCREASE OF COUNTABLE SETS RECORDED IK FATOR 
OF THE CWffiD BOARD AT POINT BO. 3
itaiaMt %ettp 
ftaerease Percentage
Upper Center tower
•Cotmtable
Section
1 m 50 13 1.5 ■
2 m 60 70 3
3 64 73 67 3
4 51 50 57 4
5 60 44 63 3
6 53 50 43 ' 3
7 70 60 63 3
B 16 40 13 3
9 77 77 77 3
10 36 64 64 3
Arg. 54 #0 56*0 57 2.95
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TABLE tmi
mmmt of board areas whose sets of parallel U ses were
RECORDED AS CO0KTABLE Alffl PISTIKGDIBHA SLE 
FROM VIEWIffi POUJT HO, k
Sufejeet Countable
Flat
Distinguishable
Curved
Countable Mstinguishable
1 4 1 4 1
2 4*5 0.5 5 0
3 4 1 3 0
4 4 1 \f 0
5 4 1 5 0
6 1 a 5 0
7 5 0 5 0
$ 4 i 5 0
9 4 i 5 0
10 3 . 2 5 0
Average 3*95 1*05 4*9 0*1
5 100$ 5 100$
uie rsr'c* WTPtrr’if'TTil M V llI
W E  PERCENTAGE WCRESSi OF READABLE LIKES OF GROUPED FIGURES AND 
SECTION INCREASE OF COUNTABLE SETS RECORDED IS FAVCP.
OP THE CURVED BOARD AT POINT HO, A
Bn hjm%
Readable Groap 
Increase Bsreeatafe 
%p#r Center Lover
Got® table 
Seeiiea 
Ittcsreem
X 2?' 20 23 0
a n 40 33 0.5
j 43 33 33 2
4 40 30 33 1
5 37 37 40 2
6 4? 43 43 2
7 20 20 20 0
* 60 57 53 1
9 20 30 40 2
10 47 43 50 2
37*4 35*3' 30*0 0*95
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w a  jsrt? w y  AAA
HtKSBR OF BOARD AREAS WHOSE SETS OF PARALLEL LUffiS W E  
RECORDED AS 00WTAHLE AND DISTINGUISHABLE 
IRQ* VIEWIBtJ FOOT HO* 5
Subject
m t
Countable Bietiuguisbable
Ommti
CouutaKle Biatinguishable
1 5 0 5 0
2 4*5 0*5 5 0
3 5 0 5 O
A 4 I 5 S
§ 4 I 5 0
€ 3 2 5 0
7 4 3 5 0
$ 4*5 0*5. 5 O
9 4 1 5 0
20 4 X 5 0
Average 4*2 M 5 0
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vm m m n m  twmmm of bmmbm unm  of cftow&D. w o w s akd 
section ihcrkasb of cowrm-g sets beccmmdth favor
Of THE OWE!) MRS* If POINT HO. 5
Readable Orouj* Cetirtable
Increase Percentage Section
Subject ■ tijgpor Center um» liter ©see
1 33 30 33 0
2 ,40 .43 47 0*5
3* 37 33 30 0
4 47 40 43 1
5 33 23 40 1
6 60 63 67 2
7 33 |0 30 1
a 50 43 43 0*5
9 37 37 43 1
10 30 43 40 1
a*8* 40 .30*5 41*6 o.a
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tattB xxsxn
hrmsrr or board areas whose sets of parallel likes were
£U&>i/jSUJsI/ M.O vl’UI'f lu £iw» Afty IJX &> IX i*stU 1 w>Mis, tajblS
FROM Vimtm POINT HO. 6
Hat Cttnrea
St&|acfr Cmmtabla Msttagsai&hable OcnmtaML© . ’ Matirjguiah&lsX©
I a 2.5 5 0
a i 2 4 1
3 4 1 '5 0
4 * m *
3 2 1 4 1
6 1.5 2.5 5 0
7 1 a 4.5 0.5
8 1 s' 5 0
9 a i 5 0
10 4 i 5 0
Awraga 2*06 1.8 4*72 0.28
13.0
•Hi aii xrav
THE PEHCESTACE IBCREASE OP READABLE LIMS SP GROBPED FIGURES AHD 
SECTIOH IBCREASE OP COOffMBU? SETS RECORDED IB PATCR 
OP THE CURVED BOARD AT P0II5T HO, 6
Subject
Readable Urmp 
Increase Percentage 
tfegtir Center lover
Countable
Section
Increase
1
. 47  ^. f - t ^ 43 43 3
a 44 J h v 47 3
3 43 i 46 40 1
4 ** ■*»
5 53 37 37 2
6 46 ' 60 57 3*5
7 n
\ ‘ --
50 57 3*5
$ 50 47 56 4
f 57 47 53 3
10 56 ■ . 73 60 31
Avg. 52.6 &9 A9.2 2.7
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HUMBER OF BOARD AREAS WHOSE SETS OP FARAtLFX LIKES WERE 
RECORDER AS CODNTABLE ARP RISTINOTJISHAgCE 
FROM VIEWXWO POIHT HO, 7
Subject
ft*t
Countable Bistlaguishable
Oorted
Countable Distinguishable
1 3 2 5 0
2 2 2 5 0
3 5 0 5 0
4 2 3 5 0
5 2 a 5 0
6 2 3 5 0
7 3 a 5 0
a 3*5 1*5 5 0
9 .3 a 5 0
10 4 i 5 0
Average 2*95 1*85 5 0
£&SE£
THE ITOOfflTOB INCREASE OF S E l i B  LINES OF GROUPED FIGTOS AND 
SECTION INCREASE OF COttimBLE SETS EBCfBIS'D »  FA?(B 
OF THE CURTSD BOARD At POINT NO* 7
Readable Group C m  table
Increase Percentage Section
Subject %par . Center $ m m Increase
I % 67 60 2
2 60 63 ■54 5
3 60 66 76 O
4 TO 77 ■ 73 3
5 m 77 87 3
6 47* 50* 47* 3
7 77 67 TO a
S 43* 40* 47* 1*5
9 57 50 57 2
m 64 60 73 1
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TABLE tmX
m m m  or board areas whose sms of pahallel uhes were
RECcmSED AS OGIMBLE AHB mSTtUmSSkmZ 
FROM YtMlM POXRT 10* 3
Subjaei
Hat
Cmm table Pla tinguishable
CttPWd
■ Cottatabl© lEstlagiilshable
I 5 0 S O
a 3*5 1*5 5 O
3 5 0 5 O
4 4 1 5 0
5 3 2 5 0
6 5 0 5 0
7 5 0 5 0
# 5 0 5 0
f 5 0 5 0
10 f § 5 0
Average 4*55 0*45 0
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TABLE XL
THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE OP READABLE LISES OP GROOPED FIGURES ADD 
SECTION IB3SEASE OF COUNTABLE SETS RECORDED IS FAVOR 
OF THE CURVED BOARD AT POINT HO, 8
Subject
Beadabl© Group 
Increase Percentage 
Upper Center lower
Countable
Section
Inere&ee
1 17 10 10 0
2 6 43 53 JUS
3 47 50 57 0
4 40 40 47 1
5 53 40 36 a
6 63 60 36 0
7 40 30 30 0
$ 0 0 0 0
9 ao 40 47 0
10 47 47 60 0
33.3 36 37.6
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M B M  x m  
fm vmsmtm msmm of » m a i  
m a m  of figures m m  
frnm wo. 10
Subject % p « r ,
Be&dafole group 
Increase percentage 
Center Lower
1 0 0 0
a 0 100 67
3 I 0 0
4 O 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 2? 37 1 7
7 0 0 ■0
0 0 0 0
9 3 3 0
10 7 4 7
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m & D m  smscta* ts accordance r a  r m  m m m  of
praise for the o m r m  m m  contained 
m  the mimfioN
Refer to f la t  Refer to curved
Fro C m  Fro Con Neutral
Numbered
comments 10 2 a 7 11 16 1 13 3# 6p A
5b 7 15 17 19 U
is 20
5a 21
12
Assigned
ratings —5 ••X 1 2 5 2 1 «4 0
* Table H I R  lists the eonowtttA received
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m m  m
Of mnmB mum to comma* of mm c &a b o c k  sm 
am m m  mtm o f v m m o  h o t s  kbsolting 
from a m ®  wfAts m mnws
Subject 1 2 3 4
Viewing points 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 14*4 11*44 3 4 4 3*4 6 5 *4 0 «4
i 13 if n raJa f 17 12 15 17 10 © © -8-5
J 6 12-4 1 i 6 16 12 5 5 5 6 8
4 8 9*4 11 3 6 0 3 3 0 5*4 2 2
5 f 7-4 8 7 .11 6 12 12 «j9 <*A 5 8
6 7-4. 7*4 ■4 3 f 6 3 6 —4 5*4 rp a
7 14 9 8 13 u 17 12 6 0 0 1 *4
S 0 15 15 # 4 8 2 1© 3 7 7 1
f a 5 3 f ‘ 11 7 7 5 ‘*®5 2 *4
10 JW5 7 © 5 0 11 0 «9 0 © 0
True total m 79 73 66 76 81 83 64 -43 3 5© 15
©erreeted.
total'm 69 5a 80 56 72 6a 69 64 *43 3 30 15
Hank order *s-* 7 5 6 1 4 2 3 .11 1© 8 f*8S»
* fable Xtlll contains msmmt frequency chart, and Table Xtl? contains 
ratings given 'fee each cotssienb*
*• $0 subject was allowed ■ to amass more than ten positive or negative
at any one viewing
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m m am m  .
Alim, Gar! J* "A Suggested Design for Chalkboard Lighting,® Xlltm&nating
' M a t m m , w n t (%h im * . '-■'
Assaylean Association of School Admittatratora# Sstei M 3 - M *
Twenty-seventh Yearbook# feehlngtoms American Association of ■^.:;:£j
Schott Mmittptrato*% 1949* -
Baker* Lester* Color Planning Lg School Interiors# , Hew Yorks few 
City Board of Education, 1949*
Bamon, Hay 1# lighting tfraagnrocanu tJ* S * Office of Education, Pamphlet 
Ho# 104# Washingtons ‘ fevernment Printing Of lice, 1940*, ,
ferwm, Darrell Bcyd* £ SlSlMsm, 2$3*M $1 M & t e M
flauttlir: pentprei Activity flprfetlt*. fapa. $£:
Austin, fexast the author, 1952#'
Hopkinsoo, R# 0# ' .Stylos lighting and Vision |& Schools* transactions 
of the Illuminating ^ gSSSrini Society, Iftt# OT, to# 0#
London* 1949*
feble, ' Louise* "Chalkboards :' fember in# Visual Aid*" ' Journal j£ .thf ■■'-.:
M i s m l  m m m m  37* fey, 1940#
latter, WUlla© S> ."Chalkboard Visibility tests,*' Schott :iislness ipjftaK 16s 
December, 1950*
fetter, William f* "Visibility of Chalkboards for Classrooms,n 
School Boprd Journal* X2XiA7*49, .December, 1950*
Mullen, W* F*, and f* E# Macon« "fake ‘Another Look at the fetaral Slate 
Hlackboard, * Amerlopis School .jBftarflS Journal* 122*30*41, June, 1951*
Mullen, «* P* n &  SrMll s£ a s S t e s a  ® S  £ M  SasXS'.
Danger, Pennsylvanial David Stoddard and Sons, 1953#
Mullen, W* f* "Slate Chalkboards Provide Bye Ease," American Schop| 
foiirp fotimal, 124*46* June* 1952*'
lew England Schott Development Council* 2h$ BXemeptery ffehott .^apsropf* 
Cambridge 1 lew England Schott Development Council, 1950#
loea, Paul F* "Chalkboard and Its Future," Ajsiptt*8**** School and ..pttrep** 
sltyt 1940*
Parsons, Edgar W. "Light Green Chalkboard," American School fend 
Ohiversltv. 1947*
Schmidt, H. W* "Blackboards, Their Height and Width.n American 
School Board 3m n m l . September, 1930.
Sweet's Arohiteotural Pile, Sweet's Catalogue Service, (Division of 
P. W. Dodge Corporation)* Rev fork, 1953.
tfcited States Office of Education. Remodeling af School Silldings. 
Bulletin Ho. 17. Washington* Government Printing Office, 
1950.

u m  m  m m m m  
M vm m n  ' n m m u m m
JU Consolidated Data Sheet on State Beplie#
B» Specifications of Prototype Board
0# Msgrasi of Material Placed upon Chalkboards at Williamsburg
0* fable of Paata* letters and Itoters Itertwed Especially Iter
Chalkboard Tests
I* location# of Curved .Board with tospoot to Hat Board and
Tiering Point# at HXXicjisburg 
P* Photographic and Subject Flowing Points at Williamsburg
0-» Viewing Point Ho* 1
Is Willlamste’g Viewing Point# 9b* 3* |f and A Beading Center
'line
I* Wiliams burg Viewing Points 9b« 5 and $ leading Center line
$» Cennt&bility end Pi j» tingui ahabili ty of Verticil and Ifermllel
lines*. HXMamsbsrg Test 
I» Comments Cbtalned from IflXliciiuftngg Subjects
&» Selected Pictures from Williamsburg Photographic Viewing
Points
Mt> Biagram of Material Haded Upon Chalkboards at CroxSeCk
I*. location# of Ourced Board with Bespect to Hat Board and
Hewing Points at Cradook 
0* Photographic and Subject Viewing Points at Credoek
f * Gmii&ttiLe and Distinguishable Sets of Parallel line# at all
Subject Viewing Points* Qradoek Test
wit
hwmv&t ITfTMTU^ t Ji ^TOSIS*
Q* Criidodls4 Having feint fe« 1
B* Cr&docfe timing Woini H©« 2
ft. <2r*do& flowing' m m  fe* |
Gredook flowing Point 96* 4
f* Cradoek flowing Point lb* 5
T. Or&dock flowing feint 86* €
Cradock flowing Point No. 7
It €tado4fc flowing feint Is# i
ft Gradook flowing feint 86# 9
1* Crsdook flowing feint 86* 10
IA* Gsmdock flowing feint No. 11
SB# <ba£c6k flowing Point 86* If
eft Final Qmmmts  of Cradook Sublocts Tap® Rocorded
SD* Cr&dook Photograph*
*» Color® d Photogr&i&o of fast fewlpmont and Ito brrmgmmi
I£
c m m m m r m  m t a  sheep oh s u n  repiws
Make Color Slate Composition.
Returned. Recommends tl on©. Green . Black | Green.. Slack Other *Jk
Al&basa m m ..' . ..— JSC.__._ ..
Alaska ... . . ... . .... — _.. Tn.r. -.,,.n.— T.,...,.. rrn, t,rn..,..• — -..:.;..
Arizona....... . ,.. .r. ,_r_,.T..r.— ....r_„...., n.Tn.,.r . ... . m„. : .;.,.. .... ......\L ..,
Arkansas............ ............... . ..  ... ... ...'.......... . ■.........
California,.^ ...._S£A,-..,r.. ,.,... yes. A A A A . 'A''"
Colorado' . . t^st..,. '..,.. .r,.. no... .... . A r A A . .4...'....1....M... rC
Connecticut__ .. .FIS... no ".n .,,.. 4..,..,:.:.:. . 4.. — 4 . .4 .
Florida ..,,.n.,3rp,.-....,.no.....r. A A A A A
Georgia ...yes... .,......,.^..^yes.... .. A A .H._. A ■ 'A r-
Bamli . ..yet.,.... .....Jres.. . ... R ' > ■
Idafe...— ... . . ........ . ■ . : „ ........ ................ ..... . ... ... .
Illinois..f..„ .r,..1fSS_-_. ■ .BO A A A ■ A' A
— .ym... . .. ..no.... :.... -4..... .A.. . A .li,...-,r..f.-'I.-.—
Xam..... ... .^.,.jp»L. R
Kansas res R
Kentucky..... .— ...yes... ~..— jess.— .... R R 1
Louisiana' " . .... ,.....
tMML.___,** . .......■__ -__J-*-— _ _ _ _ _________ _ _______ _ -__ _
jea& m
MleMgas
Minnesota
M.86l88lH0l- res
vanJLSMm m A
m JEti. +H I BO A A
JQNL A A Jl
res - m
Herth Dakota JffiL
Ohio m A
Oregon
Pennsylvania
j m m
m A
South Carolina.
JESS. J l
Texas & BO A A JL
Utah JESS. m A 4 A A
m ■JEM. JL
IfegMgL JESS.
m
110iMgajfifiwi
jkl A,
A A A
4
Wisconsin it
m m A JL A
R— is used to indicate a strong recommendation ity th© state* ,
A^-mesms general acceptance* refers to a specific requirement made by the sta »•*
APPENDIX B
SPECIFICATIONS OF PROTOTYPE BOARD
MASONITE SURFACE/
BOARD DIVISION
P I N E  BACKING
B A S E  S U P P O R T
BASE SUPPORT
B A C K  S U P P O R T S
S U P P O R T I N G  AND 
FORMING MASONITE
a p p e n d i x  g
APPENDIX D
TABLE Of RALTOM LETTERS AND BOMBERS DERIVED 
ESPECIALLY FOR CHALKBOARD TESTS*
RANDOM LETTERS
E H 0 8 O' 0 J I B p f A X V E
Z ? T X V E H 8 B B Xr J V 1C X
E C A M 0 £ 0 p ¥ t Q S G B X
? 0 I B B X V II B Q T B X R p
V ft I II 0 M f II X I II X t f 2
E F I T D 0 0 B a I G B Q R S
B E X J C G A % if ¥ 1 ¥ P
RANDCM BOMBERS
0 7 X 0 a 5 6 4 a 9 1 5 a a 4
5 4 a 5 4 3 7 3 6 6 3 9 X a 7
X 7 3 a a 9 6 7 6 9 6 4 5 a 1
a 7 2 3 7 5 9 a 5 9 4 1 3 5 X
a 6 a 4 3 1 a A 8 7 3 9 5 a 2
X 4 a 9 a 4 6 4 2 3 a 6 9 2 5
3 7 7 6 i 1 5 9 5 9 4 3 3 6 X
1 7  8
Refer to Table IV for derivation of number* and letters.
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APPENDIX G-
N A M E
I A -B LA LO CK
2A- C A W T H 0 N  0. J
3A-CAWTH0N D. M
4A-HIPP
5A-HIRSCH
6A- THUSIUS
7A- THUSIUS D.
WILLIAMSBURG 
CENTER LINE.
APPENDIX H 
VIEWING POINTS NOS.2,3  ft 4  READING
■  -COUNTABLE SECTION OF BOARD 0 -DISTINGUISHABLE SECTION OF B O A R D
NO. 2 F L A T
4 I 5 I 6  I 7  ! S  I 9  | l o i l l [ / 2 | l 3 | l 4 | l 5 T l 6 | / 7 | l S | l 9 | » | E I  | E2]23 | 24  25 2fc 2 7 | g 5 [ 29 l 3o l 3 l
NO. 2 CURVED
I B L A L O C K
2A-CAVVTHON D. J.
3 A - C A W T H O N  0. M.
4 A-HIPP
5A- HIRSCH
6 A - T H U S I U S  P.
7A~ THUSIUS D.
ia- blalock
2A-CAWTHON D. U-
3A-CAWTHON D M.
4 A - H I P P
5A-HIRSCH
6A-THUSIUS P
7A-THUSIUS P.
Z&A'A'A 7 Z Z F Z 7 Z
NO. 3 TLAT .
NO. 3 CURVED
IA-BLALOCK
2 A - C A W T H O N  D, J.
3 A - C A W T H O N  0. M. 7j y*
4A-HIPP
5A-HIR S C H
6 A-THUSIUS P
7 A - T H U S I U S  D. /JWSA
NO.  4  F L A T
I B-POIVUNQ
g B - U O H N S O N  M
3 B-UOHNSON T
4B- KAGEN
5 B- PPIGGE R. IM ,
6B-PRIG6E R. E.
7 B - S E L I G M A N
MO. CURVED
IB- D O M I N O
2 B - J O H N S O N  M.
3 B - J O H N S O N  T
4B-KAGEN
5 8 - P R I G G E  R, N.
SB-PRlGGE
7 B - S E L I G M  A N
A P P E N D I X  H
APPENDIX I 
WILLIAMSBURG VIEWING POINTS NOS. 5 a  6 READING
CENTER LINE . -COUNTA&LE S E C T I O N  OF BOARD ^ - D I S T I N G U I S H A B L E  SECTION OF BOARD
NO. 5  F L A T
B- D O M I N O
? B ~ J O H N S O N  M.;
3 B -JOHNSON T
4 B-KAGEN
5B'PRIGGE R. N
6 B- PR I6 GE  R. E
7B -SE LIG MAN
NO. 5  CURVED
IB- D O M I N O
2B-JOHNSON M.
3B-JOHNSON  T.
4B-KAGENJ
SB-PRIGGE R. N.
6B-PRIGGE R. E.
7B -S E L I6 M /1 N
NO. 6 F L A T
b - d o m i n o
2B- J O H N S O N  M.
3 B - J 0 H N S 0 N  T.
4 B -K A G E N
SB- PRI GGE R. N.
6 B - P R I G G E  R. E.
7 8 - S E L I G M A N
NO.  6 CU RV ED
0-DOMIIMO
2 B - J O H N S O N  M.
3 B - J O H N S O N  T. m m m m
4 B - K A G E N
5 & - P R I G G E  R .N.
6 B - P R I G G E  R. E.
7 0 - S E L 1 G M A N
A P P E N D I X  J
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c m r n m  m k t m ®  m m  m u M m m ®  stmmrs
«Tfi® curved board was definitely easier to read# Figures m m  
m  ooo 11 y distinguished and parallel linos m m  much easier to dlstin^ 
gtxiafc* Bog inning mi ending letter® mi figure® in each group war# nm% 
easily rmi* fhe section of the « j m d  board* where the anbstantlal 
carve began, m s the most difficult portion of the curved board to read, 
but this section of the curved board was more easily read than the second 
quarter of the- straight blackboard*®
la
**1 cedi see the letter®, line®, .and figures on the far end wm% 
better on the curved board than on the straight beard**
nTh® figures on the curved hoard in the middle m m  not so clear-* 
on a whole X thought the curved board m s  clearer# *
2a
**% Imprmsims m m  that the curved blackboard, from certain 
position®, m s  much easier to see than the straight one* X think the 
lighting m e  constant, and glare appreadJnaMy the same m  both boards#55
la
**1 ean*t set the over-all objective of the test} however, the test 
may show how various eyes react tinder different conditions* I sincerely 
think 1 could read all the letters mi number® on the curved board.# X 
think a more positive test could be obtained by using uniform, letters*'®
4a
*X» all three position®, I found it easier to distinguish letters, 
breaks in circles, etc*, m  the curved board* Many time® X could 
apparently give the correct mmwm for the 'flat' board, when actually, t  
ms not too sure of myself*®
%
m m m x  %~i
*{1} Much easier to read letters and figures on the curved board. 
Last position of reader gave best visibility of both boards, for me the 
small row of letters was too .small to distinguish to be a good test* ~ 
also, the two middle letters were crowded together**
6a
"Could you be- experimenting with the possibilities of cinemascope" 
type blackboards? I think there are definite possibilities* gog about
g f f i t s l  m  J& £  s m s l  a s s a s *  Is. i i  f P j r c w tU  £ a £  S S a  J a a s ia s E  s s  s i t e d s a t
Jsffi Kfite & SESl^ lit MMgdo. end letters, tochuo pud. make reading. 
difficult froa dlatape»?«
7k
Qroun JJ
•The tests were very thorough* Having always ted good vision- and 
no trouble reading on a blackboard the curved board is still a definite 
relief and more restful* I would highly -.recommend the curved board for 
schools."
lb
"I think for a better survey should use some children too--.* Would 
like a test in daylight to see the glare on the flat vs. curved, board. 
Should try pitting in'desk position. I thought the curved board much 
easier to read at point No. 1 (more noticeable). Could read much better 
from right comer of room at point Ho. 6 than from the left at point Ho.
5* Would like for curiosity to have, -a fflash test— I.e.* only look at 
board for a. second for identification like the student whose eyes are 
constantly up and down from desk to board and adjusting quickly. Most 
Interesting."
2b
"At point Ho. A I believe that the close end of the home-mad© chalk­
board was slightly warped, thus making it difficult to distinguish some of 
the email letters*1’
"It might have been more accurate- if the board had been washed after 
each erasure. The chalk smear made it hard to tell the "o’clock" of the 
-openings in. the circles. Also, it seemed as if some of the openings were 
larger than others."
Sb
APPENDIX K-2
{From point Ho* l) "After reading from both boards, I concluded 
that it was generally easier to read from the curved board* At this 
point I decided that the purpose of the test was to prove the over-ell 
efficiency of the curved board*"
{From, point 'Wo* 4) *1 felt that X was doing a lot of guessing* 
nevertheless, it did seem easier to road from the curved'board, especially 
when it came to distinguishing separate lines* In reading the small 
letters, at times, I thought I could read a group—.but after reading the 
first letter in the group I couldn’t determine the other three."
{l¥om points Wo* 5 and 6) "1 had the same feeling in reading .■; 
letter- groups as X did at point No* 4* In moving fro® one chair to the 
other I remembered some answers given from the first chairs* This was 
especially true as regards the circles. 1 believe X was influenced to 
some degree by this, and it affected my answers from the second chair*"
4b
f  . v  •
NOTE* Wo written cements were received from subject 5b.
. rtA lot of the difficulty for m  in seeing spaces'on the ■circles 
had to do with the .smudges m  the board and the variations in thickness 
of the chalk line* Also— being at the end of the day, my eyes became 
very tired and it became difficult to focus so constantly*"
6b
•X generally was able to see numbers, figures, letters, etc*, 
better on the curved board' than on the flat board* There was a tendency 
also to remember some of the numbers and positions of breaks during the 
first two sessions. During the third session my eyes were a little tired 
and I had a headache*n
7b
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APPENDIX Q 
CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. I
T O P  F L A T TOP CURVED
CENTER FLAT C E N T E R  CURVED
i*) Kfr- ro rfi ^  l«0|os 2 z - —  N  K) ■OlvS N  <D 0\ OlCVI M
B O T T O M  CURVEDB O T T O M F L A T
- KM HO <H*o \0 — W N) «■
A P P E N D IX  Q
APPENDIX R
CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. 2
TOP FLAT
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CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. 4
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CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. 5
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CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. 6
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CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. 7
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CRADOCK VIEWING POINT NO. 9
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n m t  c m m m s  o r m m m z  su b jec ts
reris sii$w>yKt/iKP
.1* four m m ?  p l m m o t
Z* fm  have m m  participated in this entire e3cperlismt-^hat are ymay 
0V*f**3l opinions of the minted board as qppoeed to the f ia t  boardt
3* Would yon life© to me this board used in classrooms?
4*. Would it help yont
5* He yon have any eaasme&ts about the test procedure itselff
towers t
OX*
oa. It1© definitely better*
$3U fas, sir*
04* fee, sir.
05*' Ho, I don’t think so.
oi* Carolyn Kennedy*
02. 1 like the o w e d  board better* Im m m  in neat positions I eonM 
m e  ©ore clearly tbs umbers and the lines*
Q3« Iss* sir*
04* fas, sir*
05* lo, sir#
01* Marjorie Kelson#
02. It’s much easier to read and I think it’s easy on the eyes because 'it 
more or less follows the curve of the ©yes* t m  don’t have to torn 
your- head*— just more or less your eyes*
&rrE!iBix cc*4
Q3* Yes# sir#
%A* t think s % . very m$tu
Q5* I think It m s  carried on very- mil and 1 think it’s a good test#
QX* Bonald Maxon#
Q2* Well, I, believe that the carved heard is hast over a large area, 
because the plan® hoard is all right if you are looking straight at 
it, hot from an angle it has many difficulties and eye strains! and 
1 believe everts11 that the carved board is better#
Q?» X vctfUU
Q4» I believe it mold help ia® because it seems to take seme of the 
train off of your eyes' frm m  angle#
Q5# Sc, 1 thought that the test procedure was all right* It didn’t tire 
m  for looking at It# la the future the curved board will be the 
thing#
QX. John finer*
Q2U Well, the main thing I’ve sees, it seems to make it easier to see 
from more different angles*
Q3# lea  sir, I believe I weald* It makes it easier to take notes from#
Q4* tee sir, I believe so*
Q3* So, sir#
Ql* Sarah little*
Q2# I like the carved board because I think you can see a whole lot more
from the different positions* Ton can see much more from the carved
board*
Q3* Tec*
04* I think it would*
03* Ho, except I think it1® a very good idea and I have enjoyed doing
this? I really would like to see the curved board need in classrooms*
kfvtmtx co-a
Ql« Eugene tapes*
Well, I think the curved board Is much easier to road and court Hues* 
It* a bettejwflmdh bettor®
Q$» 1 certainly would*
^4* fee# it would*
Q5o 1 think they were carried on right.
Qlc UUllam Eckroade*
Q2* the figures ere much plainer and easier  to  read*
f e s ,  1 would * 1 ate a great number o f advantage® to it*
Q4* t m $ I think ®o*
05* Wop I think i t  v m  very in terestin g  to participate in  i t  and t think
1 gained a l i t t l e  knowledge .from, it*
Ql® Tommy Chilton*
Q2* Veil* # lr# the curved board is  definitely advantageous in certain 
positions for angles# for looking m  trm the side# why# i t  is  a 
definite advantage* Ton can see i t  from'almost any angle much 
better than yon can the H at board.* The f la t board., though# I  think 
Is better for straigh ten  looking*
Q3* I think i t  'would be very- helpful in classrooms, particularly when 
looking from aide to side® I t  esn be seen from almost any angle* 
Which X say
Q4* tm$ t think i t  would because many time® X'fv*t sat in parts of the 
rooms where its  been impossible to see one end of the board because 
of the glare# etc*, which was on i t  and X think the curved board 
would eliminate that#
Q$# - Well#. I  think that i t  was a very well conducted, te s t and I and trm 
what X could see from I t ,  i t  should be very conclusivej X believe 
that from the opinions gotten i t  will definitely show that the curved 
board ha® everything over the H at one*.
m * $ m n  cc -s
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
*
I was bora and brought up in Greenfield* 
Massachusetts, and attended .Deerfield Academy in- 
Deerfield, Massachusetts, I was graduated magma 
c m  lande from Bovdoin College in Brunswick, Maine* 
with an A. 3# degree in mathematics® After attend­
ing Harvsrd Graduate School, I taught mathematics and 
coached athletics at Cradock High School in Portsmouth, 
Virginia,. In 1954# I was called to active duty in the 
f, S, Arcy cud was stationed at Fort Fustic, Virginia, 
O w  the pact two years I have completed the require­
ments for a Master*s degree In education at the 
College of William and Mary* I intend to complete 
requirements for a Doctor1a degree at the University 
of Virginia in order to further prepare for a career 
in education.
